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Abstract 
 
In the last twenty years, Elliptic Curve Cryptography has become a standard for the 
transmission of secure data. The purpose of my thesis is to develop the necessary theory 
for the implementation of elliptic curve cryptosystems, using elementary number theory, 
abstract algebra, and geometry. This theory is based on developing formulas for the 
addition of rational points on an elliptic curve, which defines a group operation over the 
set of rational points. Using the group law, my study continues into computing the torsion 
subgroup of an elliptic curve and considering elliptic curves over finite fields. With a 
brief introduction to cryptography and the theory developed in the early chapters, my 
study culminates in the explanation and implementation of three elliptic curve 
cryptosystems in the Java programming language.  
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I.  Introduction 
 
 
 An elliptic curve, also known as a Weierstrass cubic, is the set of real solutions to 
an equation of the form1:   
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c , 
where a,b, and c are rational. The foundation of elliptic curve theory lies in the fact that 
we can define an addition operation so that the set of rational points on an elliptic curve 
forms an abelian group.  
 By definition, an elliptic curve is non-singular. A curve is non-singular if it has no 
singular points. 
Definition2: A point P on a curve  
! 
E : y
2
= f (x) = x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  
 is singular if and only if 
! 
"f
"x
(P) =
"f
"y
(P) = 0 . That is, the partial derivatives of E with 
respect to x and y are both zero at P. Geometrically, this means that a curve is smooth, i.e. 
there is only one tangent line at each point. A curve that is singular might cross itself or 
come to a point. As we will see in the following chapter, it will not be possible to perform 
our group operation over singular curves. 
 To check if a curve is non-singular, we use the discriminant.: 
Definition3: Let E be the curve 
! 
y
2
= f (x) = x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c . The discriminant of 
! 
f (x) , 
which we will denote 
! 
" , is the quantity:  
! 
" = #4a
3
c + a
2
b
2
+18abc # 4b
2
# 27c
2. 
                                                
1 Silverman and Tate, 22 
2 Silverman and Tate, 231 
3 Enge, 21 
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Theorem4: A curve defined by a Weiestrass equation is singular if and only if its 
discriminant 
! 
" = 0 . 
 Since all elliptic curves are non-singular, we will always be dealing with nonzero 
values for 
! 
" .  
   
  
  
 
  
  
                                                
4 Enge, 21 
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II.  Projective Space and the Point at Infinity 
 
 
We will be studying elliptic curves in two variables, which limits us to Cartesian 
plane, which is also the affine plane over the field of real numbers. 
Definition5: Let K be a field. The affine plane is the set : 
! 
AK
2
= {(x,y) | x,y " K}, 
 Since we are claiming that the group of rational points on an elliptic curve forms a 
group, we need to define an identity element for that group. This identity is called the 
point at infinity, which we will denote O. In order to interpret the point at infinity for an 
elliptic curve, we need explore curves in projective space. The projective space consists 
of triples defined over the following equivalence relation: 
Definition: Let K be a field. Two triples 
! 
(x
1
,y
1
,z
1
),(x
2
,y
2
,z
2
)" K #K #K  are considered 
equivalent if there exists a 
! 
" # K  such that 
! 
(x
1
,y
1
,z
1
) = ("x
2
,"y
2
,"z
2
) . If 
! 
(x
1
,y
1
,z
1
)  and 
! 
(x
2
,y
2
,z
2
) are equivalent, we write 
! 
(x
1
,y
1
,z
1
) ~ (x
2
,y
2
,z
2
) , and say that 
! 
(x
1
,y
1
,z
1
)  and 
! 
(x
2
,y
2
,z
2
) belong to the same equivalence class. Since an equivalence class is based on 
the ratios between x, y, and z,, we will denote each class 
! 
(x : y : z) . The two-dimensional 
projective space over K, denoted 
! 
P
K
2 , is the set of equivalence classes. 
Definition6: Again let K be a field. The two-dimensional projective space over K is the set 
of equivalence classes: 
! 
PK
2
= {(x : y : z) | x,y,z " K, with at least x,y, or z nonzero
! 
}. 
                                                
5 Washington, 19 
6 Washington, 18 
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 For any point in which 
! 
z " 0, we can multiply by 
! 
1
z
 to get 
! 
(x,y,z) ~ (
x
z
,
y
z
,1). Any 
point that can be expressed 
! 
(x,y,1) will be considered a finite point in 
! 
P
K
2 . If 
! 
z = 0, then 
dividing through by z would in effect make the x and y coordinates infinite. Thus any 
point 
! 
(x,y,0) is called a point at infinity.  
 We can quickly see a relationship between the affine plane and projective space. 
Any finite point 
! 
(x,y) in
! 
A
K
2  can be expressed as a finite point in 
! 
P
K
2  as 
! 
(x,y,1). This 
becomes important when we work with homogenous polynomials. 
Definition7: A polynomial in three variables over a field K is homogenous of degree n if 
it is a sum of terms of the form 
! 
ax
i
y
j
z
k, where 
! 
a" K , and 
! 
i + j + k = n . In other words, 
a homogenous equation is an equation in which every term has the same degree. 
Example: The equation 
! 
x
2
y = xz
2
+ 5xyz + 2y
2
z  is homogenous of degree 3. 
 As we move between 
! 
A
K
2  and 
! 
P
K
2 , we have to homogenize the polynomial we are 
considering. To homogenize an equation in two variables, we multiply each term by the 
appropriate power of Z such that each term will have the same degree. 
Example: Consider the elliptic curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
" 43x +166 . To homogenize this 
equation, we have to make every term have degree three. Note that when we move from 
the affine plane to projective space, we use capital letters for variables. So homogenizing 
this equation we get: 
! 
Y
2
Z = X
3
" 43XZ
2
+166Z
3. 
Notice that if a point 
! 
(x,y) is a solution to 
! 
y
2
= x
3
" 43x +166 in affine coordinates, then 
! 
(x,y,1) is a solution to the homogenized equation 
! 
Y
2
Z = X
3
" 43XZ
2
+166Z
3. The point 
                                                
7 Washington, 19 
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(3,8) is a solution in 
! 
A
R
2 , and we can easily check that (3,8,1) is a solution to the 
homogenized equation. In addition to the finite points of the form 
! 
(x,y,1), we also get the 
point (0,1,0), which is the point at infinity. 
 In fact, if we consider a general elliptic curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c , we can 
find the points at infinity. First, we have to homogenize the equation: 
! 
Y
2
Z = X
3
+ aX
2
Z + bXZ
2
+ CZ
3. 
The points at infinity all have the form 
! 
(x,y,0), so we can regard 
! 
Z = 0  as the line at 
infinity. If we substitute 
! 
Z = 0  back into our equation, we get 
! 
X
3
= 0, so 
! 
X = 0. There is 
only one point in which our homogenized elliptic curve intersects the line at infinity, 
which is 
! 
(0,Y,0) . This is the point at infinity on an elliptic curve, O, which will be the 
identity of our group of rational points.  
 Now we can look at two parallel lines in projective space to show that they meet 
at the point at infinity. Consider two lines: 
! 
y = mx + b
1
, 
! 
y = mx + b
2
, 
where 
! 
b
1
" b
2
. To homogenize them, we have to be sure each term as degree 1: 
! 
y = mx + b
1
z , 
! 
y = mx + b
2
z . 
Solving these equations simultaneously, we see that the intersection of these lines occurs 
at 
! 
z = 0 and 
! 
y = mx , giving us the point 
! 
(x,mx,0). We know the point 
! 
(0,0,0) is not an 
element of 
! 
P
K
2 , so we know at least x, y, or z must be nonzero. If we let x be nonzero, we 
can divide by x: 
! 
(x,mx,0) = (1,m,0). 
Since 
! 
(1,m,0)  is a point at infinity, we can see that these two lines intersect at infinity. 
 If we start with vertical lines, then we will have: 
 9 
! 
x = c
1
z, 
! 
x = c
2
z . 
These intersect when 
! 
x = 0 , 
! 
y =1, and 
! 
z = 0, giving us the point 
! 
(0,1,0), which is our 
point at infinity. Thus any point on an elliptic curve meets the point at infinity in a 
vertical line. This will be important when we define the group law. 
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III.  The Group Law 
 
 
 We can start our study of elliptic curves by looking at the set of rational points on 
an elliptic curve with rational coefficients. If an elliptic curve has rational coefficients 
and is intersected by a rational line, in most cases this intersection results in three rational 
points. Thus if two points on an elliptic curve are rational, then we can draw a line 
connecting the two, and the third point of intersection of that line and the curve will also 
be rational.  
Definition8: The composition of two points P and Q on an elliptic curve E, denoted 
! 
P *Q, is the third point on E that is collinear to P and Q. If the line connecting P and Q is 
tangent to E at P, then we say P is a double root, and 
! 
P *Q = P . If P is a point of 
inflection on E, we say P is a triple root, and 
! 
P *P = P
9.  
            Figure 1:          Figure 2:                    Figure 3: 
                     
 The Composition of P and Q           A Double Root on E              A Triple Root on E
                                                
8 Silverman and Tate, 16 
9 A point of inflection is a point in which E changes concavity. That is, for a curve 
! 
y
2
= f (x), 
! 
f ' '(x) = 0. 
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Since the composition of two rational points results in a rational point, composition is a 
binary operation over the set of rational points. However, it quickly becomes clear that 
composition does not define a group operation, since there is no identity point O on the 
curve for which 
! 
P *O = P  for all rational points P. However, we can extend the idea of 
composition to define the addition of two points on an elliptic curve.  
Definition10: To add two points P and Q, we first compose P and Q to get the rational 
point 
! 
P *Q on E. We then compose 
! 
P *Q with the identity element O, resulting in 
! 
P +Q =O* (P *Q). Since all points meet the point at infinity in a vertical line, 
! 
P +Q is 
the reflection of 
! 
P *Q over the x-axis. 
Figure 4: 
 
The Group Law on an Elliptic Curve 
Since 
! 
P *Q is rational and O is rational, 
! 
P +Q is rational. Therefore, the addition 
of rational points on an elliptic curve is also binary operation over the set of rational 
                                                
10 Silverman and Tate, 18 
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points on E, which we will denote 
! 
E(Q). Since there is only one other point collinear 
with P and Q on the curve, it is clear that 
! 
P *Q =Q*P , so
! 
P +Q =Q+ P . Thus the 
addition of two points on an elliptic curve is abelian.  
Since we are constructing a group, it is necessary that every element have an 
inverse. So if P is a rational point on E, then there must exist –P such that 
! 
P + ("P) =O . 
Since we are dealing with curves of the form 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c , if a point 
! 
(x,y) is on 
the curve, then the point 
! 
(x,"y)  is also on the curve. Thus any elliptic curve is 
symmetrical over the x-axis. If we have a point 
! 
P = (x,y) on E, then 
! 
"P = (x,"y). 
Figure 5: 
 
The Inverse of P on E 
Since the line connecting a point P to –P  is a vertical line, we know that 
! 
P * ("P) =O . 
So  
! 
P + ("P) =O* P * "P( )[ ] =O*O =O. 
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Lastly, to form a group we need the group operation of addition to be associative. 
However, before we can confirm this, we need to apply Bezout’s theorem11 to cubic 
curves:  
Theorem (Bezout)12: Let C, 
! 
C
1
, and 
! 
C
2
 be elliptic curves. Suppose C goes through eight 
of nine intersection points of 
! 
C
1
 and 
! 
C
2
. Then C goes through the ninth intersection 
point.  
 To prove that addition is associative, we need to show that if P, Q, and R are 
points on a curve E, then 
! 
(P +Q) + R = P + (Q+ R) . This is equivalent to showing that 
! 
(P +Q) *R = P * (Q+ R) . We will only look at the general case, 
! 
P "Q " R, to illustrate 
that addition is associative on E13.  
Let P, Q, and R be distinct points on E. By composing points on E, we can draw 
six rational lines on E. There are lines 
! 
L
1
 containing P, Q, and
! 
P *Q; 
! 
L
2
 containing O, 
! 
Q*R , and 
! 
O* (Q*R) =Q+ R; 
! 
L
3
 containing R, 
! 
P +Q, and 
! 
R* (P +Q). There are three 
more lines, 
! 
L'
1
 containing R, Q and 
! 
R*Q; 
! 
L'
2
 containing O, 
! 
P *Q, and 
! 
O* (P *Q) = P +Q; and 
! 
L'
3
 containing P, 
! 
Q+ R , and 
! 
P * (Q+ R). We defined P, Q and 
R to be distinct points, so their compositions are also distinct. So 
! 
P *Q " R*Q. This 
implies that 
! 
P +Q " R +Q. So we have eight distinct points: P, Q, R, 
! 
P *Q, 
! 
Q*R , 
! 
P +Q, 
! 
Q+ R , O. Since the union of three linear equations forms a curve, let 
! 
C
1
 be the 
union of 
! 
L
1
, 
! 
L
2
, and 
! 
L
3
; and let 
! 
C
2
 be the union of 
! 
L'
1
, 
! 
L'
2
, 
! 
L'
3
. Then there are nine 
points of intersection between 
! 
C
1
 and 
! 
C
2
, eight of which are on E. We know that by 
Bezout’s theorem, E must pass through the ninth point of the intersection of 
! 
C
1
 and 
! 
C
2
, 
                                                
11 For a proof of Bezout’s theorem, see Silverman and Tate, Appendix A, Section 4. 
12 Silverman and Tate, 16 
13 For a complete proof that the group law is associative, see Washington, Section 2.4 
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but there are ten points of intersection, since we have eight distinct points, plus 
! 
R* (P +Q), and 
! 
P * (Q+ R). Since the intersection of two elliptic curves results in nine 
points and we have ten points, eight of which are distinct, we have 
! 
(P +Q) *R = P * (Q+ R)  by the pigeonhole principle14. 
We can summarize what we know so far in the following theorem: 
Theorem15: The addition of points on an elliptic curve E satisfies the following 
properties: 
1. 
! 
P
1
+ P
2
= P
2
+ P
1
 for all 
! 
P
1
,P
2
 on E.  
2. 
! 
P +O = P  for all points P on E.  
3.  Given P on E, there exists a point 
! 
P'  on E such that 
! 
P + P'=O . The point 
! 
P'  will be 
denoted –P.  
4. 
! 
P
1
+ (P
2
+ P
3
) = (P
1
+ P
2
) + P
3
 for all 
! 
P
1
,P
2
,P
3
 on E.  
 A theorem due to Mordell tells us that the group of rational points is finitely 
generated: 
Theorem (Mordell)16:  The group of rational points on an elliptic curve is finitely 
generated. 
 Thus the rational points on E form a finitely generated additive abelian group with 
O as the identity element. 
                                                
14 The pigeonhole principle states that if we have two positive integers, m and n with 
! 
n > m, if n elements are put into m pigeonholes, then at least one pigeonhole must 
contain more than one element. 
15 Washington, 15 
16 Silverman and Tate, 22 
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IV. Formulas for the Group Law 
 
 Now that we have a clear geometric idea of the group law on elliptic curves, we 
can look at the group law algebraically. We need to determine, given a curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  and two rational points 
! 
P
1
= (x
1
,y
1
) , and 
! 
P
2
= (x
2
,y
2
) , how we 
compute 
! 
P
1
*P
2
= P
3
= (x
3
,y
3
) . 
 First we need to find the third point collinear to P1 and P2. We know the equation 
for the line that passes through P1 and P2 is 
! 
y "y
1
= #(x " x
1
) , where 
! 
" =
(y
2
# y
1
)
(x
2
# x
1
)
, the 
slope between the two points. We now need to find the intersection between this line and 
our curve. From above we know that 
! 
y = "x # "x
1
+ y
1
. So we have  
! 
y
2
= ("x # "x
1
# y
1
)
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c . 
This gives us a cubic: 
! 
0 = x
3
+ ax
2
" #2x 2 + ...= x 3 + (a " #2)x 2 
In general, if a cubic has three rational roots 
! 
r
1
, r2, and r3, it can be expressed: 
! 
x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c = (x " r
1
)(x " r
2
)(x " r
3
) = x
3
" (r
1
+ r
2
+ r
3
)x
2
+ ...(x – r1)(x – r2)(x – r3). 
So for any cubic, the coefficient of the x2 term is –(r1 + r2 + r3), so we have: 
! 
a " #2 = "(r
1
+ r
2
+ r
3
). 
So going back to our cubic, 
! 
0 = x
3
" #2x 2 + ..., we have: 
! 
"(a " #2) = x
1
+ x
2
+ x
3
,  
! 
x
3
= "2 # a # x
1
# x
2
. 
Substituting this back into our equation 
! 
y = "x # "x
1
+ y
1
, we see that: 
! 
y
3
= "(x
3
# x
1
) + y
1
. 
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This is the formula for the composition of two points. Since we know that if 
! 
P *Q = (x,y) , then 
! 
P +Q = (x,"y) we can adjust our formula for composition to give us 
an explicit formula for adding two points: 
! 
x
3
= "2 # a # x
1
# x
2
, 
! 
y
3
= " #(x
3
" x
1
) + y
1[ ] = #(x1 " x3) " y1 
Example: Consider the elliptic curve
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
" 43x +166 . It is easy to check that the 
points (3,8) and (-5,-16) are both roots of this curve. To add them, first we need to find 
the slope
! 
"  between the two points: 
! 
" =
(#16 # 8)
(#5 # 3)
=
#24
#8
= 3. 
So we have: 
! 
x3 = "
2
# a # x1 # x2 = 9 # 3# (#5) =11,  
! 
y
3
= "(x
1
# x
3
) # y
1
= 3(3#11) # 8 = #32 . 
Thus 
! 
(3,8) + ("5,"16) = (11,"32) on E.  
 The addition formula works for most points on a Weierstrass cubic. However, 
there are some cases in which the formula does not apply. For instance, if we are adding a 
point 
! 
P = (x,y) to itself, using the addition formula gives us
! 
"=
! 
(y " y)
(x " x)
=
0
0
, which is 
undefined. So we need to derive a formula for calculating 2P.  
 To find the slope at P, we need to use some calculus. We can find the tangent line 
at P by differentiating E. For a curve 
! 
y
2
= f (x), implicit differentiation yields 
! 
"=
! 
dy
dx
= 
! 
ƒ'(x)
2y
. Now we can use the addition law and some algebra to derive a formula for the x 
coordinate of 2P. 
! 
x
3
= "2 # a # 2x =
f '(x)
2y
$ 
% 
& 
' 
( 
) 
2
# a # 2x =
(3x
2
+ 2ax + b)
2
4y
2
# a # 2x  
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! 
=
9x
4
+12ax
3
+ 6bx
2
+ 4a
2
x
2
+ 4abx + b
2
" 4a(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c) " 8x(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c)
4(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c)
 
! 
=
9x
4
+12ax
3
+ 6bx
2
+ 4a
2
x
2
+ 4abx + b
2
" 4ax
3
" 4a
2
x
2
" 4abx " 4ac " 8x
4
" 8ax
3
" 8bx
2
" 8cx
4(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c)
! 
=
x
4
" 2bx
2
+ b
2
" 4ac " 8cx
4(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c)
. 
So when we calculate 2P, the x-coordinate is: 
! 
x
2
=
x
4
" 2bx
2
+ b
2
" 4ac " 8cx
4(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c).
 
Now we can go back to our previous example to find 2P. 
Example: Return to the curve
! 
y
2
= x
3
" 43x +166. Now we can calculate 2P where 
! 
P = (3,8) in two ways: 
 First, we can calculate
! 
"  by finding the tangent line, and then using the addition 
law. First we need to find 
! 
"  at P: 
! 
" =
ƒ'(x)
2y
=
(3x
2
# 43)
2y
=
(27 # 43)
16
= #1. 
Now we can use the addition law just as we did in our other example, with 
! 
x
1
= x
2
= 3: 
! 
x
3
= "2 # a # x
1
# x
2
=1# 3# 3 = #5 , 
! 
y3 = "(x1 # x3) # y1 = #1(3# (#5)) # 8 = #16 . 
So we have 
! 
(3,8) + (3,8) = ("5,"16) .  
We can also use the explicit duplication formula by inserting 
! 
x = 3, 
! 
a = 0, 
! 
b = "43, and 
! 
c =166  into the duplication formula: 
! 
x
3
= 
! 
"1280
256
= -5. 
Notice that
! 
("5,"16) is the point we used in the example above, so in our previous 
example we actually calculated 
! 
(3,8) + ("5,"16) = P + 2P = 3P = (11,"32). It is easy to 
check that 
! 
4P = (3,8) + (11,"32) = (11,32), and then that 
! 
8P = 2(11,32) = (3,8) . This 
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means that 
! 
P = 8P , so 
! 
7P =O, where O is the identity for our group of points on the 
curve. Thus the point (3,8) has order 717. In fact, for the curve 
! 
y
2
= x
3
" 43x +166, there 
are seven rational points of finite order18, all of which are a multiple of the point (3,8). 
Thus this is a cyclic group of order seven generated by (3,8). Since this group has prime 
order, it is generated by every non-identity element. In the next chapter we will explore 
the group structure for the group of rational points further. 
 We must also consider the case in which we have two points 
! 
P
1
= (x
1
,y
1
)  and 
! 
P
2
= (x
2
,y
2
) , where  
! 
x
1
= x
2
 but 
! 
y
1
" y
2
. In this case, 
! 
P
1
+ P
2
=O
19. 
 Now we can summarize the formulas for adding 
! 
P
1
= (x
1
,y
1
)  and 
! 
P
2
= (x
2
,y
2
) : 
Theorem: Let E be the curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c . Let 
! 
P
1
= (x
1
,y
1
)  and 
! 
P
2
= (x
2
,y
2
)  
be rational points on E. If 
! 
x
1
= x
2
 but 
! 
y
1
" y
2
, then 
! 
P
1
+ P
2
=O. Otherwise, the 
coordinates of 
! 
P
1
+ P
2
= P
3
= (x
3
,y
3
)  are: 
! 
x
3
= "2 # a # x
1
# x
2
,  
! 
y
3
= "(x
1
# x
3
) # y
1
,  
where 
! 
" =
(y
2
# y
1
)
(x
2
# x
1
)
if P
1
$ P
2
3x
2
+ ax + b if P
1
= P
2
.
% 
& 
' 
( ' 
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18 See page 29 
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V. The Torsion Subgroup 
 
 Before we look at the torsion subgroup of the group of points on an elliptic curve, 
we need to define the order of a point. 
Definition: Let P be a point on an elliptic curve E. We say P has order m if m is the 
smallest positive integer such that 
! 
mP =O . If no such m exists, we say P has infinite 
order.  
Definition20: The set of points of finite order in a group forms a subgroup that is called 
the torsion subgroup, which we will denote: 
! 
" = {P # E(Q) | P has finite order
! 
}. 
 It is easy to show that 
! 
" forms a subgroup of E(Q). Let 
! 
P
1
,P
2
 be elements of 
! 
". 
Then there exist integers m and n such that 
! 
mP
1
=O  and 
! 
nP
2
=O . Since E(Q) is an 
abelian group, we have: 
! 
mn(P
1
+ P
2
) = nmP
1
+ mnP
2
= nO+ mO =O , 
so 
! 
P
1
+ P
2
 has finite order; and 
! 
" is closed under the group operation. Clearly if 
! 
mP
1
=O , 
then 
! 
m("P
1
) =O, so 
! 
" is also closed under inverses. Thus we have 
! 
" is a subgroup of 
! 
E(Q). Now we can look at the points in the torsion subgroup. 
 Recall that we are looking at a curve of the form 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  and that 
O, the point at infinity, is the identity element of our group. We can first look at which 
elements have order 2; that is, which points satisfy 
! 
2P = 0, but 
! 
P "O. These are the 
points that satisfy 
! 
P = "P . We know that 
! 
"(x,y) = (x,"y), so any point in which 
! 
y = 0  
will satisfy 
! 
P = "P . In fact, these are the only points of order 2. So if our curve has points 
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! 
x
1
,x
2
, and 
! 
x
3
, the points of order 2 are 
! 
P
1
= (x
1
,0) , 
! 
P
2
= (x
2
,0) , and 
! 
P
3
= (x
3
,0) . Since a 
cubic 
! 
x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c = 0 has at most three roots, it follows that there are at most four 
points whose order divides 2, since obviously the order of O divides 2. We can show that 
the set of points of order dividing 2 forms a subgroup of E(Q) by looking at the 
restriction that 
! 
2P = 0. 
First we have to show that the set is closed under the group operation of addition. 
So we need to show that 
! 
2(P
1
+ P
2
) =O where  P1 and P2 have order dividing 2. But, 
! 
2(P
1
+ P
2
) = 2P
1
+ 2P
2
=O+O =O, 
so we have closure under addition. We next need to show that the set is closed under 
inverses. This is trivial since for every element of order dividing 2, since 
! 
2P = 0, 
! 
"P = P , 
so every element is its own inverse; so the set is clearly closed under inverses. Now since 
the set of points of order dividing 2 is a subset of a group and is closed under the group 
operation and inverses, it is a subgroup. So now we have a subgroup  of 
! 
E(Q) of order of 
at most 4. 
 Now we can look at points of order 3. These points need to satisfy 
! 
3P = 0, or 
! 
2P = P . We know the x coordinate of 2P, so we can set this equal to x: 
! 
x
4
" 2bx
2
" 8cx + b
2
" 4ac
4(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c)
= x . 
We can cross multiply to get: 
! 
x
4
" 2bx
2
" 8cx + b
2
" 4ac = 4x
4
+ 4ax
3
+ 4bx
2
+ 4cx ,  
and finally we have: 
! 
3x
4
+ 4ax
3
+ 6bx
2
+12cx + 4ac " b
2
= 0 . 
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So if the x-coordinate of a point is a root of the polynomial 
! 
3x
4
+ 4ax
3
+ 6bx
2
+12cx + 4ac " b
2, then that point will have order 3. Now we can 
summarize what we know so far about points of order 2 and 3: 
Theorem21: Let E be the elliptic curve E: 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c : 
a. A point 
! 
P = (x,y) "O has order 2 if and only if 
! 
y = 0 . 
b. E has at most four points of order dividing 2. These points form a subgroup of 
! 
E(Q) 
of order  
! 
" 4 . 
c. A point 
! 
P = (x,y) "O has order 3 if and only if x is a root of the polynomial 
! 
3x
4
+ 4ax
3
+ 6bx
2
+12cx + 4ac " b
2
= 0 . 
We know what points of order 2 and 3 look like and how to find them, but what 
about points of order greater than 3? To find points with order greater than 3, we use the 
discriminant of the curve. Recall from Chapter I that  
! 
" = #4a
3
c + a
2
b
2
+18abc # 4b
2
# 27c
2. 
 Since we have been working in the rational numbers, our 
equation
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  has rational coefficients. If we are dealing with fractions, 
it can become tedious to compute the discriminant. We can remedy this by multiplying 
each term of our curve by a power of an integer d. If we let 
! 
X = d
2
x  and 
! 
Y = d
3
y , then 
we can multiply each term of our curve by 
! 
d
6 to get  
! 
Y
2
= X
3
+ d
2
aX
2
+ d
4
bX + d
6
c . 
So if we choose a sufficiently large integer value for d, we can always deal with curves 
with integer coefficients. Now that we have integer values for our coefficients, our value 
for 
! 
"  will also be an integer, and we can use the Nagell-Lutz theorem. 
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The Nagell-Lutz Theorem22: Let 
! 
E : y
2
= f (x) = x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  be an elliptic curve 
with integer coefficients; and let 
! 
"  be the discriminant of 
! 
f (x) , 
! 
" = #4a
3
c + a
2
b
2
+18abc # 4b
2
# 27c
2. 
Let 
! 
P = (x,y) be a rational point of finite order on E. Then x and y are integers and either 
! 
y = 0 , in which case P has order 2, or else 
! 
y |" . 
 Now we can use the Nagell-Lutz theorem to find all of the points of finite order 
for an elliptic curve. 
Example: Consider the curve E:
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ 2x
2
+ 2x +1. To use the Nagell-Lutz theorem, 
first we have to find the discriminant, 
! 
" =13. So we know that for any point of finite 
order on E, either 
! 
y = 0  or 
! 
y |13. First check to see if we have a point with 
! 
y = 0 : 
! 
0 = x
3
+ 2x
2
+ 2x +1 
gives us the point 
! 
("1,0) , and we know that 
! 
("1,0)  has order 2. Now we can look at the 
other two possibilities for our points, which are either 
! 
y = ±1 or 
! 
y = ±13 since 
! 
y |13. It is 
easy to check that when we look at 
! 
1= x
3
+ 2x
2
+ 2x +1, we get the solution 
! 
x = 0 . So we 
have the points 
! 
(0,1) and 
! 
(0,"1) . Now we can look at 
! 
y = ±13: 
! 
169 = x
3
+ 2x
2
+ 2x +1. 
This yields no integer values for x. So we have three points with integer coordinates, plus 
the point at infinity. So the torsion subgroup for E is the subgroup 
! 
" = {O,(0,1),(1,0),(0,#1)} .    
 We can also look at the group structure for 
! 
". Since 
! 
" is abelian and has order 4, 
it is either cyclic of order 4 or the direct product of 2 groups of order 2. Using the 
equations for 2P, it is easy to check that 
! 
2(0,1) = (1,0)and that 
! 
(0,1) + (1,0) = (0,"1) . Recall 
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that when we add any two points in which 
! 
x
1
= x
2
 but 
! 
y
1
" y
2
, their sum is the point at 
infinity. So 
! 
(0,1) + (0,"1) =O . Thus (0,1) generates 
! 
". 
 It will be helpful to consider another example: 
Example: Let E be the curve 
! 
y
2
= x
3
" 2. Then 
! 
" = #27(2
2
) = #108. So the possibilities 
for y are 1,2,3,4,6,9,12,18,27,36,54, and 108. None of these values yield integer values 
for x, so 
! 
" = {O}. However, the points (3,5) and 
! 
(3,"5)  are points on the curve with 
integer values. Since 5 does not divide 128, (3,5) and 
! 
(3,"5)  have infinite order, so 
! 
(3,5)" E(Q), but 
! 
(3,5)" #. 
 It is important to note that the converse of the Nagell-Lutz theorem does not hold. 
That is, if a point has integer coordinates and either 
! 
y = 0  or 
! 
y | d , the point may still 
have infinite order. The Nagell-Lutz theorem can be used to find points of finite order, 
but cannot be used to prove that a point has finite order. The only way to prove a point 
has finite order is to find an integer n such that 
! 
nP =O.  
 We can characterize the structure of 
! 
" with Mazur’s Theorem, which we will not 
prove: 
Mazur’s Theorem23: Let E be an elliptic curve, and suppose that a point 
! 
P " E(Q)  has 
order n. Then either 
! 
1" n "10 or 
! 
n =12 . Further, the torsion subgroup, 
! 
", takes one of 
the following forms: 
(i) A cyclic group of order N with 
! 
1" N "10  or 
! 
N =12. 
(ii) The product of a cyclic group of order two and a cyclic group of order 2N with 
! 
1" N " 4 . 
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VI. Elliptic Curves Over Finite Fields 
 
 Thus far we have only looked at elliptic curves over the rational numbers. Now 
we will examine elliptic curves over finite fields, namely the integers modulo a prime. 
We will denote such finite fields 
! 
Fp . Since there are only finitely many ordered pairs 
! 
(x,y) in 
! 
Fp , we know that 
! 
E(Fp ) will be finite for any prime p. It is important to note 
that since we are working over finite fields, the group law no longer holds geometrically. 
However, we can still define our group law of addition as we did when we were working 
over the rational numbers24. 
Example: Consider the curve 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ 3x + 2  in 
! 
F
5
. The easiest way to find points in 
! 
E(F5) is to look at each possible value for x in 
! 
x
3
+ x +1 and see which values form a 
square in 
! 
F
5
. This gives us the following table:  
Table 1: 
x 
! 
x
3
+ 3x + 2 y Points 
0 2 — — 
1 1 ±1 (1,1),(1,4) 
2 1 ±1 
! 
(2,1),(2,4)  
3 3 — — 
4 3 — — 
Just as in the rational numbers, the point at infinity is also a solution, so we have a total 
of 5 points in 
! 
E(F5) for our curve. Now that we have all of the points in 
! 
E(F5), we can 
test our group law. However, we first need to look quickly at arithmetic over finite fields. 
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 Our group law formulas require division, which we need to define over our field 
! 
Fp . Rather than dividing by integers modulo p, we instead multiply by the multiplicative 
inverse in 
! 
Fp ; so to perform the operation 
! 
a
b
, we multiply a by the multiplicative inverse 
modulo p, so 
! 
a
b
= ab
"1, where 
! 
b
"1 is the unique element in 
! 
Fp  such that 
! 
bb
"1
#1(mod p).   
  First we can try adding two points with different values for y, 
! 
(1,1) + (2,4): 
! 
" =
(4 #1)
(2 #1)
=
3
1
= (3)(1) = 3,  
! 
x
3
= "2 # a # x
1
# x
2
= 4 #1# 2 =1, 
! 
y
3
= "(x
1
# x
3
) # y
1
= 3(1#1) #1= 4 , 
so 
! 
(1,1) + (2,4) = (1,4). Since 
! 
E(F5) has five elements, it is cyclic and generated by each 
non-identity point because it has prime order. We can check that the duplication formula 
also holds by computing 2(2,1): 
! 
x3 =
x
4
" 2bx
2
+ b
2
" 4ac " 8cx
4(x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c)
=
"31
64
=
4
4
=1,  
! 
" =
3x
2
+ 2ax + b
2y
= 0, 
! 
y
3
= "(x
1
# x
3
) # y
1
= #1. 
So we have 
! 
2(2,1) = (1,4) . 
It is clear that 
! 
E(Fp ) will be finite for all primes p, but with a theorem due to 
Hasse and Weil, we can estimate how many points are in 
! 
E(Fp ). Before we can follow 
their logic, however, we need to define the concept of quadratic residues modulo p. 
Definition: An integer 
! 
a " 0# Fp  is a quadratic residue if there exists an element 
! 
x " Fp  
such that 
! 
a " x
2
(mod p). That is, a is a square modulo p. If such an x does not exist, then 
x is a quadratic non-residue. 
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Example: Returning to our example in 
! 
F
5
, we can quickly see that 
! 
1
2
"1(mod5), 
! 
2
2
= 4(mod5), 
! 
3
2
" 4(mod5), and 
! 
4
2
"1(mod5), so out of the nonzero elements of 
! 
F
5
, 
! 
{1,2,3,4}, 1 and 4 are quadratic residues, while 2 and 3 are quadratic non-residues. 
Consider that we are working with a curve E: 
! 
y
2
= f (x). We can estimate the 
number of points in 
! 
E(Fp ) by looking at quadratic residues. It is a well-known result 
from number theory that of the nonzero elements 1,2,…,p-1 in 
! 
Fp , half of them are 
quadratic residues, and the other half are quadratic non-residues25. For each 
! 
x " Fp , there 
are three possibilities for 
! 
f (x)  in terms of quadratic residues. The first is that 
! 
f (x) = 0, 
in which case that value for x would produce one point in 
! 
E(Fp ). For the remaining 
values of x, either 
! 
f (x)  is a quadratic residue or 
! 
f (x)  is a quadratic non-residue. If
! 
f (x)  
is a quadratic residue, it yields two points in 
! 
E(Fp ); 
! 
(x,y) and 
! 
(x,"y) . If 
! 
f (x)  is a non-
residue, then there is no solution to 
! 
y
2
= f (x), so x will yield no points in 
! 
E(Fp ).  If we 
assume that the values for 
! 
f (x)  are distributed randomly among 
! 
Fp , then we can assume 
that, of the values for x such that 
! 
f (x) " 0, half are residues and half are non-residues. 
Assume that there are k integers such that 
! 
f (x) = 0, and therefore of the 
! 
p " k  remaining 
integers, there are 
! 
(p " k)
2
 residues and 
! 
(p " k)
2
 non-residues. Each of the k integers for 
which 
! 
f (x) = 0 forms one point in 
! 
E(Fp ), so they account for k points in 
! 
E(Fp ). Of the 
remaining 
! 
p " k  integers, half yield two points and the other half yield none. Thus the 
remaining 
! 
p " k  integers contribute 
! 
2
(p " k)
2
= p " k  points. Thus we have a total of 
! 
k + (p " k) = p points. The point at infinity gives us an estimate of 
! 
p +1 points in 
! 
E(Fp ). 
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As we saw in our previous example (Table 1), it is not the case that the values of 
! 
f (x)  are evenly distributed over 
! 
Fp , so we have to correct for an error term, which will 
be relatively small. Hasse and Weil characterized the error term in the following theorem: 
Theorem (Hasse, Weil)26: Let E be an elliptic curve over the finite field 
! 
Fp . Then the 
number of points in 
! 
E(Fp ) is 
! 
p +1+ " , where the “error term” 
! 
" satisfies 
! 
|" |# 2 p . 
So, 
! 
| E(Fp ) " p "1 |# 2 p . 
Returning to our example in 
! 
F
5
, we can see that 
! 
E(F5) " 5 "1= 3 # 2 5 . 
 We know from the Nagell-Lutz theorem that any point in 
! 
E(Q) has integer 
coordinates, so now we can examine the relationship between elliptic curves over the 
integers and elliptic curves over finite fields. Consider the map  
! 
" :Z#
Z
pZ
= Fp , 
! 
"(z) = ˜ z , 
where 
! 
˜ z  denotes 
! 
z(mod p) . It is easy to check that this is a homomorphism of rings: let 
! 
z
1
,z
2
" Z . Then  
! 
"(z1 + z2) = (z1 + z2)(mod p) = ˜ z1 + ˜ z2 = "(z1) + "(z2) , 
! 
"(z1z2) = z1z2(mod p) = ˜ z1˜ z2 = "(z1)"(z2) . 
So given a curve:  
 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  
with integer coordinates, we can reduce it modulo p to obtain:  
! 
˜ E : y
2
= x
3
+ ˜ ax
2
+ ˜ b x + ˜ c . 
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This curve will be non-singular provided that its discriminant is nonzero in 
! 
Fp . Since 
reduction modulo p is a homomorphism, 
! 
" # ˜ " (mod p) , so 
! 
˜ "  will be nonzero provided p 
does not divide 
! 
" . Now it becomes clear that any point 
! 
P = (x,y) in 
! 
E(Q) maps to a 
point 
! 
˜ P = ( ˜ x, ˜ y) in 
! 
˜ E (Fp ). We can apply this to 
! 
", the torsion subgroup, to develop the 
reduction modulo p theorem: 
Reduction Modulo p Theorem27: Let E be the elliptic curve  
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  
with integer coefficients, and let 
! 
"  be the discriminant of E. Let 
! 
" be the subgroup of all 
points of finite order in 
! 
E(Q). For any prime p, let 
! 
P" ˜ P  be the reduction modulo p 
map 
! 
" :#$ ˜ E (Fp ) , 
! 
"(P) = ˜ P =
( ˜ x, ˜ y) if P = (x,y)
O if P = O
# 
$ 
% 
 
If p does not divide 
! 
2" , then the reduction modulo p map is an isomorphism of 
! 
" onto a 
subgroup of 
! 
˜ E (Fp ).  
 The reduction modulo p theorem can be useful in finding the order of 
! 
", since 
reduction modulo p is an isomorphism from 
! 
" onto a subgroup of 
! 
˜ E (Fp ), Lagrange’s 
theorem tells us that 
! 
#" divides 
! 
# ˜ E (Fp ). We will use this fact to calculate 
! 
#" in the 
following examples. 
Example: Consider the curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ 5x " 4 . Recall that the reduction theorem 
holds when p does not divide 
! 
2" . Here the discriminant of E is 1628, so if we choose p 
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to be 3, we will have a homomorphism 
! 
" :#$ ˜ E (Fp ) . Since 
! 
# ˜ E (F
3
) =1, 
! 
#" =1, so 
! 
" = {O}.  
Example: Return to our curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
" 43x +166 . The discriminant of E is –425984, 
so we can choose p to be 3. First look at E in 
! 
F
3
: we can reduce E modulo 3:   
! 
˜ E : y
2
= x
3
+ 2x +1. 
It is easy to see that: 
! 
˜ E (F
3
) = { ˜ O ,(0,±1),(1,±1),(2,±1)} ,  
! 
# ˜ E (F
3
) = 7. 
Thus 
! 
#" is either 1 or 7. From our previous examples, we know that (3,8) is in 
! 
", so we 
know 
! 
" contains at least O and (3,8). Thus 
! 
#" = 7, confirming what we established in 
an earlier example28. 
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VII. Lenstra’s Elliptic Curve Factoring Algorithm 
 
 
 An important application of elliptic curve theory is that, using only elementary 
elliptic curve operations, we can use elliptic curves to find a factor of an extremely large 
composite integer. This is the purpose of Lenstra’s elliptic curve algorithm. First, 
however, given an extremely large integer, we need to be sure that it is composite. We 
can use Fermat’s little theorem to be sure our integer n is not prime. 
Fermat’s Little Theorem29: Let p be a prime, a an integer such that p does not divide a. 
Then 
! 
a
p"1
#1(mod p) . 
To check if n is prime, we can compute 
! 
2
n"1
(modn) . If this is not congruent to 1, then we 
know n is composite. If it is congruent to 1, n could be either prime or composite.  
 Lenstra’s factoring algorithm is in fact Pollard’s 
! 
p "1 algorithm adapted to 
elliptic curves. So we need to look at Pollard’s algorithm: 
Pollard’s p – 1 Algorithm30: Let 
! 
n " 2  be a composite integer for which we are to find a 
factor. 
1. Choose a number k which is the product of small primes to small powers. For 
example, let 
! 
k = LCM[1,2,3,...,K] 
for some integer K. 
2. Choose an arbitrary integer a satisfying 
! 
1< a < n . 
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3. Calculate 
! 
gcd(a,n). If it is strictly greater than 1, then it is a non-trivial factor of n, so 
we are done.  
4. Calculate 
! 
D = gcd(ak "1,n). If 
! 
1< d < n , then D is a non-trivial factor of n and we are 
done. If 
! 
D =1, go back to Step 1 and take a larger k. If 
! 
D = n , go back to Step 2 and 
choose another a. 
 Pollard’s 
! 
p "1 method is based on our ability to find the greatest common divisor 
between any two integers using the Euclidean algorithm31. We are looking for a prime p 
dividing n. Eventually, if we keep increasing the value for K in Step 1, we will arrive at  
! 
K =
(p "1)
2
. Then 
! 
p "1 will divide k. This is based on the fact that the nonzero elements 
of 
! 
Z
pZ
 form a group, which we will denote 
! 
(Z
pZ
) *. Clearly, this group has order 
! 
p "1. Thus if 
! 
p "1 | k , then by Fermat’s little theorem, 
! 
a
k
=1 in 
! 
(Z
pZ
) *.  
Lenstra’s Elliptic Curve Algorithm32: Let 
! 
n " 2  be a composite integer for which we 
are to find a factor. 
1. Check that 
! 
gcd(n,6) =1 and that n does not have the form 
! 
m
r for some 
! 
r " 2. 
2. Choose random integers b, 
! 
x
1
, and 
! 
y
1
 between 1 and n. 
3. Let 
! 
c = y1
2
" x1
3
" b(modn), and let E be the elliptic curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ bx + c , and let 
! 
P = (x
1
,y
1
)" E  
4. Check that 
! 
gcd(4b3 + 27c 2,n) =1. If it equals n, go back to Step 2 and choose a new 
b. If it is between 1 and n, then it is a nontrivial factor of n, so we are done. 
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32 Silverman and Tate, 133 
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5. Choose a number k which is the product of small primes to small powers. For 
example, let 
! 
k = LCM[1,2,3,...,K] 
for some integer K. 
6. Compute  
! 
kP =
a
k
d
k
2
,
b
k
d
k
3
" 
# 
$ 
% 
& 
' . 
7. Calculate 
! 
D = gcd(d
k
,n). If 
! 
1< D < n , then D is a non-trivial factor of n. If 
! 
D =1, 
either go back to Step 5 and increase k or go back to Step 2 and choose a new curve. If 
! 
D = n , then go back to Step 5 and decrease k. 
 When we apply Lenstra’s algorithm, we replace 
! 
(Z
pZ
) * with a group of points an 
on elliptic curve over a finite field, and replace our integer a with a point 
! 
P " E(Fp ) . We 
choose k in the same fashion in Lenstra’s algorithm as Pollard’s. If the number of 
elements in 
! 
E(Fp ) divides k, we will have 
! 
kP =O in 
! 
E(Fp ), and we should be able to 
find a non-trivial factor of n, based on the fact that if 
! 
kP =O, then p divides 
! 
d
k
, so p will 
divide 
! 
D = gcd(d
k
,n), thus giving us a factor of n33. 
 The distinct advantage of Lenstra’s algorithm is that, unlike in Pollard’s method, we 
can easily choose different elliptic curves. We know by a theorem due to Hasse and 
Weil34 that the order of 
! 
E(Fp ) will fluctuate if we change p or E. Thus we have a better 
chance of finding a curve so that 
! 
# E(Fp ) will divide k.  
 
                                                
33 Silverman and Tate, 134 
34 See page 27 
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VIII. An Introduction to Cryptography 
 
 The first cryptography schemes, including Diffie-Hellman key exchange, were 
based on the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem over extremely large finite 
fields. 
The Discrete Logarithm Problem35: Let p be a prime, and let a, b be integers that are 
nonzero modulo p. Suppose there exists an integer k such that: 
! 
a
k
" b(mod p). 
The discrete logarithm problem is to find k given a and b. 
 Elliptic curves cryptosystems are effective because the discrete logarithm problem 
for elliptic curves over finite fields is equally as difficult, but require fewer bits to achieve 
the same security36, thus requiring less computing power and time. The discrete logarithm 
problem for elliptic curves translates to given the points P and 
! 
Q = kP  on an elliptic 
curve E over a large finite field 
! 
Fp , it is very difficult to determine the value of k. This 
will provide the basis for the security of the cryptosystems we will consider. 
 Generally, cryptosystems are based on the exchange of a message between two 
users, Alice and Bob. The message is called the plaintext. Since the exchange is 
happening over public channels, we assume that an eavesdropper Eve is attempting to 
intercept the message. In order to keep the plaintext from being read by Eve, Alice 
encrypts it via an encryption key to obtain the ciphertext. Bob then uses a decryption 
                                                
35 Washington, 133 
36 For further reading on the effectiveness of elliptic curve cryptography, see I.F. Blake, 
G. Seroussi, and N.P. Smart. Elliptic curves in cryptography, volume 265 of London 
Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
2000. 
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key to decrypt the ciphertext and obtain the plaintext. In order to keep Eve from 
intercepting the message, the decryption key must be kept secret. 
 There are two different basic types of encryption, symmetric encryption and 
public key encryption37. In a symmetric encryption scheme, the encryption key and 
decryption key are either the same or can easily be determined from one another. The 
problem with symmetric encryption is that both Alice and Bob need to possess the key, 
but it must be communicated privately. This requires some sort of private exchange 
between the Alice and Bob beforehand, such as a private meeting or having a messenger 
deliver the key from Bob to Alice. 
 On the other hand, public key encryption, or asymmetric encryption, does not 
require private communication between Alice and Bob beforehand. In a public key 
encryption scheme, Bob publishes the encryption key, which Alice uses to encrypt the 
plaintext and publish the ciphertext. Bob then uses his own privately held decryption key 
to obtain the plaintext from the ciphertext.  
 Generally, symmetric encryption systems run more quickly than public key 
systems. These two systems are often paired to compensate for their shortcomings. One 
way to do this is to use a public key encryption method to exchange the key that will then 
be used in a symmetric system38. For the exchange of encrypted data, for example 
between two banks, it is nearly impossible to arrange private meetings. Using public key 
encryption to establish a key for a symmetric encryption system eliminates the need for a 
private meeting. 
                                                
37 Washington, 159 
38 Washington, 159-160 
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IX. Two Helpful Classes 
 
 
The AddModP Class 
 
 The class AddModP contains three methods that will be necessary for elliptic 
curve cryptography. The class begins with the declaration of global variables that will be 
called from several methods within the class. Excluding the variable keyboard, all 
variables are of the type BigInteger. This allows the user to store integers as large as he or 
she pleases; the only limit on the size of these variables is the power of the computer.  
 The BigInteger class cannot work simultaneously with integers in Java. So for any 
integer with which the method needs to work, we must create a variable of type 
BigInteger. The BigIntegers declared as “public static final” represent the values in 
parenthesis. So, for example, the declaration: 
 public static final BigInteger ZERO = new BigInteger("0"); 
 
sets the variable ZERO equal to 0. The variables slope and discriminant are initialized 
as global variables since they may be called in several methods. The last global variable, 
keyboard, is an instance of the class Scanner. This variable allows the user to input text 
via the keyboard. 
 It is important to note that BigInteger class does not define the operations +, –,  or 
*. Instead, to add two BigIntegers, the program must call the methods add(), 
subtract(), or multiply(). For example, to compute 
! 
1+ 2, we have to call: 
ONE.add(TWO). 
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Now we can look at the method checkDiscriminant(), which requires an array39 
curve which holds the three coefficients of a curve, and a BigInteger prime which 
represents the finite field over which the user is working.  
public void checkDiscriminant(BigInteger[] curve, BigInteger prime) 
 { 
  discriminant = (MINUSFOUR.multiply(curve[0].pow(3)) 
       .multiply(curve[2])) 
       .add((curve[0].pow(2).multiply(curve[1].pow(2)))) 
       .add(EIGHTEEN.multiply(curve[0].multiply(curve[1] 
       .multiply(curve[2]))) 
       .subtract(FOUR.multiply(curve[1].pow(2)))) 
       .subtract(TWENTYSEVEN.multiply(curve[2].pow(2))); 
      
  if((discriminant.mod(prime)).equals(ZERO) == true) 
  {  
   System.out.println("p divides discriminant, " + 
     "try a new value for p"); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
  
 The purpose of the checkDiscriminant() method is to make sure that the curve 
we are considering is not singular modulo p, i.e. p does not divide 
! 
" . So first we have to 
assign the variable discriminant the value: 
! 
" = #4a
3
c + a
2
b
2
+18abc # 4b
2
# 27c
2. 
 discriminant = (MINUSFOUR.multiply(curve[0].pow(3)) 
       .multiply(curve[2])) 
       .add((curve[0].pow(2).multiply(curve[1].pow(2)))) 
       .add(EIGHTEEN.multiply(curve[0].multiply(curve[1] 
       .multiply(curve[2]))) 
       .subtract(FOUR.multiply(curve[1].pow(2)))) 
       .subtract(TWENTYSEVEN.multiply(curve[2].pow(2))); 
 
Now the following “if” statement checks to ensure that p does not divide 
! 
"  by computing 
                                                
39 An array is a variable that can hold several values. Throughout, we will store the curve 
over which we are working as an array containing three values (one for each coefficient) 
and each point as an array containing two variables (one for each coordinate). Arrays are 
denoted by a [] when they are declared. For any curve, the value curve[0] holds the 
coefficient a, curve[1] holds b, and curve[2] holds c of a curve. For a point p, p[0] 
will hold the x-coordinate and p[1] will hold the y-coordinate. 
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! 
"(mod p) . If this is the case, the program orders the user to use a different prime and 
then terminates the program: 
 if((discriminant.mod(prime)).equals(ZERO) == true) 
  {  
   System.out.println("p divides discriminant, " + 
     "try a new value for p"); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 
 The next method in the class AddModP computes the torsion subgroup of E over 
! 
Fp . The method computeTorsionSubgroup() accepts a curve and prime and cycles 
through every possible ordered pair in 
! 
Fp "Fp  and check to see if it is on the curve. This 
is achieved through two “for loops”. 
 public BigInteger computeTorsionSubgroup(BigInteger[] curve, 
   BigInteger prime) 
 { 
  BigInteger sizeOfTorsion = ONE;  
                               
  for(BigInteger x = ZERO; x.equals(prime) == false; x =    
   x.add(ONE)) 
  { 
   for(BigInteger y = ZERO; y.equals(prime) == false;  
    y = y.add(ONE)) 
   { 
    if(((y.pow(2)).mod(prime)).equals 
      (((x.pow(3)).add(curve[0].multiply(x.pow(2))). 
      add(curve[1].multiply(x)).add(curve[2])) 
      .mod(prime)) == true)            
    { 
     sizeOfTorsion = sizeOfTorsion.add(ONE); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  return sizeOfTorsion; 
 } 
 
First, the method sets the variable sizeOfTorsion equal to 1, since it will always include 
the point at infinity. 
  Then the “for” loops cycle through all of the ordered pairs 
! 
(x,y), starting with 
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! 
(0,0), then 
! 
(0,1), up to 
! 
(0, p "1). Then the loop moves to 
! 
(1,0) through 
! 
(1, p "1). Each 
loop will keep adding 1 to x and y until x or y equals prime, the variable holding p, so 
eventually it will cycle through 
! 
(p "1,0) up to 
! 
(p "1, p "1). 
 for(BigInteger x = ZERO; x.equals(prime) == false; x =    
   x.add(ONE)) 
  { 
   for(BigInteger y = ZERO; y.equals(prime) == false;  
    y = y.add(ONE)) 
 
 The downside of running through every point in 
! 
Fp "Fp  is that it is very time 
consuming. However, since we are not overly concerned with efficiency, this is 
sufficient. The “if” statement simply checks to see if 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  in 
! 
Fp  at each 
point.  
  if(((y.pow(2)).mod(prime)).equals 
      (((x.pow(3)).add(curve[0].multiply(x.pow(2))). 
      add(curve[1].multiply(x)).add(curve[2])) 
      .mod(prime)) == true)            
    { 
     sizeOfTorsion = sizeOfTorsion.add(ONE); 
    } 
 
If this statement returns true, the program adds one to the count of the torsion subgroup, 
sizeOfTorsion. Once every point has been determined in the torsion subgroup, the 
method returns sizeOfTorsion, 
! 
#". 
 The add() method accepts a curve, two points, and a prime. It’s function is to add 
the two points, p1 and p2, over curve modulo prime.  
 public BigInteger[] add(BigInteger[] curve, BigInteger[] p1,  
   BigInteger[]p2, BigInteger prime) 
 { 
  BigInteger[] p3 = new BigInteger[2]; 
   
  if(((p1[1].pow(2)).mod(prime)).equals((   
    (p1[0].pow(3)).add 
    (curve[0].multiply(p1[0].pow(2))).add 
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    (curve[1].multiply(p1[0])).add 
    (curve[2])) 
    .mod(prime)) == false) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Point is not on curve."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  if(((p2[1].pow(2)).mod(prime)).equals 
    (((p2[0].pow(3)).add(curve[0].multiply(p2[0].pow(2))) 
   .add(curve[1].multiply(p2[0])).add(curve[2])).mod(prime)) 
    == false)            
  { 
   System.out.println("p2 = ("+p2[0]+"'"+p1[1]+")"); 
   System.out.println("Point is not on curve."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  if(p2[0].intValue() < p1[0].intValue()) 
   p2[0] = p2[0].add(prime); 
   
  if(p1[0].equals(p2[0]) == true && p1[1].equals(p2[1]) == true) 
   slope = (THREE.multiply(p2[0].pow(2))      
    .add(TWO.multiply(curve[0].multiply(p2[0]))) 
    .add(curve[1])).multiply((TWO.multiply(p2[1])) 
    .modInverse(prime)).mod(prime); 
  else if(p1[0].equals(p2[0]) == false) 
  { 
   if(p2[0].subtract(p1[0]).intValue() < 0) 
     p2[0] = p2[0].add(prime); 
    
   slope = (p2[1].subtract(p1[1])).multiply 
        ((p2[0].subtract(p1[0])).modInverse(prime)); 
  } 
  p3[0] = (((slope.pow(2)).subtract(curve[0]) 
     .subtract(p1[0])).subtract(p2[0])).mod(prime); 
   
  p3[1] = ((slope.multiply((p2[0].subtract(p3[0])))). 
   subtract(p2[1])).mod(prime); 
   
  if(p3[0].intValue() < 0) 
   p3[0] = p3[0].add(prime); 
  if(p3[1].intValue() < 0) 
   p3[1] = p3[1].add(prime); 
   
  return p3;  
  } 
 } 
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 To start, the add() method initializes a local array of type BigInteger p3, which 
will store the sum of p1 and p2 . Before the method can add the points, it first has to be 
sure that p1 and p2 are solutions to curve modulo prime. 
  if(((p1[1].pow(2)).mod(prime)).equals((   
    (p1[0].pow(3)).add 
    (curve[0].multiply(p1[0].pow(2))).add 
    (curve[1].multiply(p1[0])).add 
    (curve[2])) 
    .mod(prime)) == false) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Point is not on curve."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  if(((p2[1].pow(2)).mod(prime)).equals 
    (((p2[0].pow(3)).add(curve[0].multiply(p2[0].pow(2))) 
    .add(curve[1].multiply(p2[0])).add(curve[2])) 
    .mod(prime)) == false)            
  { 
   System.out.println("Point is not on curve."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 
These “if” statements check to see that 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ ax
2
+ bx + c  in 
! 
Fp . If the statement is 
false, the method informs the user that the point is not a solution and terminates the 
program. The “if” statement that follows checks to be sure that we will not have a 
negative number in the denominator of the slope between p1 and p2 by ensuring that 
! 
x
2
> x
1
. If 
! 
x
1
> x
2
, the method adds prime to 
! 
x
2
 so that 
! 
x
2
" x
1
> 0 : 
  if(p2[0].intValue() < p1[0].intValue()) 
   p2[0] = p2[0].add(prime); 
 
Now we can start using the explicit formulas for the group law. First we start with the 
case that 
! 
P
1
= P
2
: 
 if(p1[0].equals(p2[0]) == true && p1[1].equals(p2[1]) == true) 
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If this is the case, then we know that 
! 
" =
f '(x)
2y
=
3x
2
+ 2ax + b
2y
. Recall that in 
! 
Fp , rather 
than divide, we multiply by the multiplicative inverse modulo p. So the variable slope is 
equal to:  
   slope = (THREE.multiply(p2[0].pow(2))      
    .add(TWO.multiply(curve[0].multiply(p2[0]))) 
    .add(curve[1])).multiply((TWO.multiply(p2[1])) 
    .modInverse(prime)).mod(prime); 
 
Where the code: 
 (TWO.multiply(p2[1])).modInverse(prime)) 
 
calls for the inverse of 
! 
2y  modulo p. Next the method considers the case that 
! 
P
1
" P
2
: 
 else if(p1[0].equals(p2[0]) == false) 
 { 
  if(p2[0].subtract(p1[0]).intValue() < 0) 
    p2[0] = p2[0].add(prime); 
    
  slope = (p2[1].subtract(p1[1])).multiply 
       ((p2[0].subtract(p1[0])).modInverse(prime)); 
 } 
 
 
Again the method checks the be sure that 
! 
x
2
" x
1
> 0 , and adds prime to 
! 
x
2
 if this is not 
the case. If 
! 
P
1
" P
2
, then 
! 
" =
y
2
# y
1
x
2
# x
1
= (y
2
# y
1
)(x
2
# x
1
)
#1 : 
 
 slope = (p2[1].subtract(p1[1])).multiply 
       ((p2[0].subtract(p1[0])).modInverse(prime));40  
 
Now the method can add the two points:
! 
x
3
= "2 # a # x
1
# x
2
, 
! 
y
3
= "(x
1
# x
3
) # y
1
: 
 
 p3[0] = (((slope.pow(2)).subtract(curve[0]).subtract(p1[0])) 
   .subtract(p2[0])).mod(prime); 
 
                                                
40 The one case that this method does not consider is that 
! 
x
1
= x
2
, but 
! 
y
1
" y
2
. We know 
that in this case, 
! 
P
1
+ P
2
=O. This possibility is covered in the multiply() method in the 
Main classes of the encryption programs. 
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  p3[1] = ((slope.multiply((p2[0].subtract(p3[0])))).subtract(p2[1]))  
     .mod(prime);  
 
Since we are working in 
! 
Fp , we have to take these values modulo p. Lastly, the method 
checks to be sure that the sum is positive, and adds prime to either coordinate if it is not: 
 if(p3[0].intValue() < 0) 
   p3[0] = p3[0].add(prime); 
 if(p3[1].intValue() < 0) 
   p3[1] = p3[1].add(prime); 
   
Now the method can return p3, so that when we call this method from our Main classes, 
it will return the sum of the designated points over the specified curve modulo the 
specified prime. 
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The PrimeGenerator Class 
 
 Since each of our encrpytion algorithms calls for a large prime to define our field 
! 
Fp , it is helpful to have a program that generates prime BigIntegers with a bitlength 
determined by the user: 
import java.util.*; 
import java.math.BigInteger; 
import java.util.Random.*; 
 
/* Class will generate an integer with the specified number of bits 
that is 99.9% likely to be prime*/ 
public class PrimeGenerator  
{ 
 public static Random random = new Random(); 
  
 public static void main(String[] args)  
 { 
  Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in); 
  System.out.println("How many bits?"); 
  int bitLength = keyboard.nextInt(); 
   
  BigInteger prime = new BigInteger(bitLength, 10, random); 
  System.out.println(prime); 
 } 
} 
 
 The sole purpose of this class is to prompt the user for the integer bitLength, and 
input into the code: 
 BigInteger prime = new BigInteger(bitLength, 10, random); 
 
The BigInteger() method accepts two integers, which we set as bitLength, and 10. 
bitLength determines how many bits the generated prime should be, and 10 represents 
the certainty that the number is prime. So the method will return a BigInteger that is has a  
! 
1
2
10
 chance of being composite. For our programs, having a certainty of 10 provides 
99.9% certainty that the output is prime, which is more than sufficient. The following is a 
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sample output generating a 64-bit prime which we will use in our ElGamal public key 
encryption program: 
 How many bits? 
 64 
 14734520141266665763. 
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X.  Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange 
 
 
 Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange was the first public key encryption scheme. It is 
used to exchange a common key that will then be used in a symmetric encryption system. 
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange41 
1. Alice and Bob agree on an elliptic curve E over a finite field 
! 
Fp  such that the discrete 
logarithm problem is difficult in 
! 
E(Fp ). For our case, assume that p is a large prime, as 
this is the general case. Alice and Bob also agree on a point 
! 
P " E Fp( )  such that P 
generates a large subgroup of 
! 
E(Fp ). 
2.  Alice chooses a secret integer a, computes aP and sends it to Bob. 
3.  Bob chooses a secret integer b, computes bP and sends it to Alice. 
4.  Alice computes abP. 
5.  Bob computes baP. 
6. Alice and Bob use a publicly agreed on method to extract a key from abP. for example, 
a key could be the last 256 bits of the x-coordinate. It is also common to use a hash-
function at the x-coordinate. 
Definition42: A cryptographic hash-function is a function that takes inputs of arbitrary 
length and outputs values of fixed length. A hash function H should have the following 
properties: 
1.  Given a message m, the value 
! 
H m( )  can be calculated quickly. 
2.  Given y, it is computationally infeasible to find m with 
! 
H(m) = y . 
                                                
41 Washington, 160-161 
42 Washington, 167-168 
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3.  It is computationally infeasible to find distinct messages 
! 
m
1
 and 
! 
m
2
 with 
! 
H(m
1
) = H(m
2
). 
We will not discuss examples of hash-functions as they do not pertain to our interest in 
elliptic curves. It suffices to know that they are common way to translate a point into a 
message.  
 Returning to Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange, we can see that Eve knows the curve 
E, the finite field 
! 
Fp , and the points P, aP, and bP. It is still unknown whether or not Eve 
can compute abP without first solving the discrete logarithm problem. This is known as 
the Diffie-Hellman Problem. 
The Diffie-Hellman Problem43: Given points P, aP, and bP, compute abP. 
If Eve can solve the discrete logarithm problem for either a or b, she can compute abP. 
The security of Diffie-Hellman Key exchange is based on the assumption that, over 
extremely large finite fields, the Diffie-Hellman problem cannot be solved. 
                                                
43 Washington, 161 
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Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange 
Main Class 
 
 The Main class of the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange program initializes instances 
of two other classes. Like in the AddModP class, the Main class needs an instance of the 
Scanner class, which we call keyboard. This will be called each time the user inputs any 
data via the keyboard. Since we will need to call several methods from the class 
AddModP, the Main class needs an instance of AddModP. Each time we call a method 
from AddModP, the Main class will call the global variable addModP. The Main class 
then initializes three arrays of type BigInteger to represent the curve, the point p1 that 
will represent the point agreed upon by Alice and Bob, and a point p3 that will store 
points as we add a point to itself in the multiply() method. It is important to note that 
the variable p1 represents the specific point input by the user; the variable point in the 
multiply method represents the point being multiplied in the multiply() method.  
 The multiply() method accepts a curve, a point, a key, and a prime, and 
multiplies the point by the key over the curve modulo the prime: 
 public BigInteger[] multiply(BigInteger[] curve, BigInteger[]    
  point, BigInteger key, BigInteger prime) 
 
 So the command: 
 
 aP = multiply(curve, p1, aliceKey, prime); 
multiplies the point p1 by the integer aliceKey over curve modulo prime. The variable 
p3 will store the multiples of the point we are multiplying. The variable point represents 
the point that is input in the method. We need to begin by setting p3 equal to point so 
that if the user wanted to multiply a point by 1, the method would return point. 
 p3[0] = point[0];  
 p3[1] = point[1]; 
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Now that we have p3 containing 1*point, we can enter the “for” loop that will determine 
whether or not the key is greater than the order of the point. If the key is less than the 
order of the point, we need only multiply the point by the key. The following loop calls 
the add() method from the class AddModP and adds the point to itself key times, thus 
multiplying point by key: 
 for(int i = 2; i <= key.intValue(); ++i) 
  { 
   p3 = addModP.add(curve, point,p3, prime); 
 
However, if the key is greater than the order of the point, we need to find the order of the 
point. The “for” loop will keep adding point to itself as long as the count i is less than 
the key. So if the key is greater than the order of point, this for loop will eventually add 
point to a multiple of point to get the identity. The way we can determine that this is 
about to happen is that the addition of two points results in the identity if their x-
coordinates are equal, but their y-coordinates are not. Thus if p3[0], which is the x-
coordinate of a multiple of point, and point[0], which is the x-coordinate of point, are 
equal, their sum will be the identity: 
 for(int i = 2; i <= key.intValue(); ++i) 
  { 
   p3 = addModP.add(curve, point,p3, prime); 
    
   if(p3[0].equals(point[0]) == true)                       
   {  
    int order = i + 1; 
 
Since the variable i has been counting how many times we have added point to itself 
and the next point is going to be the identity, we know that the order of the point is i + 
1. Next the method needs to check that the order of the point does not divide the key. If 
this is the case, then the method instructs the user to try a new key and terminates the 
program. The order of the point cannot divide the key because then, if for example 
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Alice’s integer a was divisible by the key, it would be public that 
! 
P = aP , so 
! 
abP = bP , 
and therefore 
! 
abP  would no longer be secret. Thus the method must be sure that the 
order does not divide the key: 
 if(key.intValue()%order == 0) 
 { 
  System.out.println(order + "(" + point[0] + "," + point[1] + ")  
   = [O]"); 
  System.out.println("Try a different integer that is not    
   divisible by " + order); 
  System.exit(0); 
 } 
 
 
Note that the operator “%” represents the modulo operation, we are casting the 
BigInteger key to a variable of type “int” and then checking to see if the remainder is 0 
when we divide by the order of point. 
 If we have the case that the key is greater than the order of point, the following 
“if” statement will return true44: 
 if(p3[0].equals(point[0]) == true). 
 
In this case, we need to multiply by the key modulo the order of point, which is 
equivalent to multiplying point by key but takes less time. We do this by adding point 
to itself key modulo the order of point times: 
 for(i = 2; i <= key.intValue()%order; ++i) 
  p3 = addModP.add(curve, point, p3, prime); 
 
Once this “for” loop has completed, it is given the command “break” so that the method 
does not cycle through the previous “for” loop in the method. Finally, the multiply() 
method returns p3, which is point multiplied by key over curve mod prime. 
 The go() method in the Main class is the method that is called to actually run 
                                                
44 If the key is equal to the order of point –1, this statement will also return true. 
However, this will not affect the arithmetic of the method. 
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Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange. It begins by explaining the purpose of the program and 
giving instructions to the user.  It then prompts the user for a curve E, which it stores in 
the array inputCurve, a point agreed upon by Alice and Bob, which it stores in p1, and a 
prime p which is stored as the BigInteger prime: 
 System.out.print("Enter an elliptic curve of the form y^2 = "); 
 System.out.println("x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + C"); 
 System.out.println("A = ?"); 
 BigInteger[] inputCurve = new BigInteger[3]; 
   
 inputCurve[0] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
 System.out.println("B = ?"); 
 inputCurve[1] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
 System.out.println("C = ?"); 
 inputCurve[2] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
 System.out.println("Over what field Fp?"); 
 System.out.println("p = ?"); 
 prime    = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
 curve[0] = inputCurve[0].mod(prime); 
 curve[1] = inputCurve[1].mod(prime); 
 curve[2] = inputCurve[2].mod(prime); 
   
 System.out.println("Enter a point (x,y)"); 
 System.out.println("x = ?"); 
 p1[0] = (keyboard.nextBigInteger()).mod(prime); 
   
 System.out.println("y = ?"); 
 p1[1] = (keyboard.nextBigInteger()).mod(prime); 
   
 
   
The array inputCurve will hold the original input from the user so that it can print it on 
the screen when it displays the public information. The array curve is inputCurve 
reduced mod prime, and will be used for all of the calculations. 
 curve[0] = inputCurve[0].mod(prime); 
 curve[1] = inputCurve[1].mod(prime); 
 curve[2] = inputCurve[2].mod(prime); 
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 Next it prompts the user to enter Alice and Bob’s private keys, which are stored as 
BigIntegers aliceKey and bobKey. The go() method is then ready to implement Diffie–
Hellman Key Exchange. 
 The first step of Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange is to check the discriminant of the 
curve to be sure it is non-singular. It does this by calling the checkDiscriminant() 
method in AddModP: 
 addModP.checkDiscriminant(curve, prime); 
If p divides the discriminant, the program terminates, which is part of the 
checkDiscriminant() method . Now the go() method creates three points aP, bP, and 
abP, which will represent the corresponding multiples of the point p1 input by the user, 
which is the point agreed upon by Alice and Bob. The program outputs the private 
information first, which are the private keys a and b, represented by aliceKey and 
bobKey, and the secret key abP, stored in abP. This is the information hidden from Eve. 
In order to calculate abP, the program must first compute aP. This is done with the 
multiply() method: 
BigInteger[] aP  = multiply(curve, p1, aliceKey, prime); 
 
Then we can compute abP by multiplying aP by b: 
 BigInteger[] abP = multiply(curve, multiply(curve, p1, aliceKey,  
  prime), bobKey,prime); 
After it displays the private data, the program next displays what Eve sees. Beforehand, it 
uses the multiply() method to calculate bP. Eve can see the curve E and the points P, 
aP, and bP. Since we assume that Eve cannot solve the discrete logarithm problem, Eve 
cannot surmise the secret key, abP. 
 The following is a sample output of the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange program 
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over the curve 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ 4x
2
+ 7x + 9 over the field 
! 
F
40483
: 
 
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange 
 
Program represents exchange between two users, Alice and Bob, to obtain 
a  
private key. This program allows the user to input an elliptic curve E 
over  
a finite field Fp and a point P on E previously agreed upon by Alice 
and  
Bob. The program will then calculate aP, bP, and abP, where a and b are 
the  
respective public keys of Alice and Bob, and abP is the secret key 
obtainable 
only by Alice and Bob. 
 
Enter an elliptic curve of the form y^2 = x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + C 
A = ? 
4 
B = ? 
7 
C = ? 
9 
Over what field Fp? 
p = ? 
40483 
Enter a point (x,y) 
x = ? 
5620 
y = ? 
20429 
Alice, enter your private key 
a = ? 
5338 
Bob, enter your private key 
b = ? 
912 
Eve Sees: 
E: y^2 = x^3 + 4x^2 + 7x + 9 
P = (5620,20429)     aP = (16854,18800),     bP = (17331,25014) 
 
Private: 
a = 5338,     b = 912. 
abP = (25593,20370). 
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//Main method for Diffie-Hellman 
 
import java.util.*; 
import java.math.BigInteger; 
 
public class Main 
{ 
 AddModP addModP = new AddModP(); 
  
 Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in); 
  
 public BigInteger[] curve = new BigInteger[3]; 
  
 public BigInteger[] p1 = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] p3 = new BigInteger[2]; 
  
 public BigInteger aliceKey; 
 public BigInteger bobKey; 
 public BigInteger prime; 
  
 public static final BigInteger ZERO = new BigInteger("0"); 
 public static final BigInteger ONE  = new BigInteger("1"); 
 public static final BigInteger TWO  = new BigInteger("2"); 
 
  
 public BigInteger[] multiply(BigInteger[] curve, BigInteger[]    
  point, BigInteger key, BigInteger prime) 
 { 
  p3[0] = point[0]; 
  p3[1] = point[1]; 
  for(int i = 2; i <= key.intValue(); ++i) 
  { 
   p3 = addModP.add(curve, point,p3, prime); 
    
   if(p3[0].equals(point[0]) == true) 
   {  
    int order = i + 1; 
     
    p3[0] = point[0]; 
    p3[1] = point[1]; 
    if(key.intValue()%order == 0) 
    { 
     System.out.println(order + "(" + point[0] + "," +  
      point[1] + ") = [O]"); 
     System.out.println("Try a different integer that is  
      not divisible by " + order); 
     System.exit(0); 
    } 
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    for(i = 2; i <= key.intValue()%order; ++i) 
     p3 = addModP.add(curve, point, p3, prime); 
      
    break; 
   }  
  } 
  return p3; 
 } 
 public void go() 
 { 
  System.out.println("Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange"); 
  System.out.println(); 
  System.out.print("Program represents exchange between two"); 
  System.out.println(" users, Alice and Bob, to obtain a "); 
  System.out.print("private key. This program allows the user"); 
  System.out.println(" to input an elliptic curve E over "); 
  System.out.print("a finite field Fp and a point P on E "); 
  System.out.println("previously agreed upon by Alice and "); 
  System.out.print("Bob. The program will then calculate aP, "); 
  System.out.println("bP, and abP, where a and b are the "); 
  System.out.print("respective public keys of Alice and Bob, and"); 
  System.out.println(" abP is the secret key obtainable"); 
  System.out.println("only by Alice and Bob."); 
  System.out.println(); 
  System.out.print("Enter an elliptic curve of the form y^2 = "); 
  System.out.println("x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + C"); 
  System.out.println("A = ?"); 
  BigInteger[] inputCurve = new BigInteger[3]; 
   
  inputCurve[0] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("B = ?"); 
  inputCurve[1] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("C = ?"); 
  inputCurve[2] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("Over what field Fp?"); 
  System.out.println("p = ?"); 
  prime    = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  curve[0] = inputCurve[0].mod(prime); 
  curve[1] = inputCurve[1].mod(prime); 
  curve[2] = inputCurve[2].mod(prime); 
   
  System.out.println("Enter a point (x,y)"); 
  System.out.println("x = ?"); 
  p1[0] = (keyboard.nextBigInteger()).mod(prime); 
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  System.out.println("y = ?"); 
  p1[1] = (keyboard.nextBigInteger()).mod(prime); 
   
  if(p1[0].equals(ZERO) == true && p1[1].equals(ZERO) == true) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Try a point ≠ (0,0)"); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
   
  System.out.println("Alice, enter your private key"); 
  System.out.println("a = ?"); 
   
  aliceKey = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("Bob, enter your private key"); 
  System.out.println("b = ?"); 
   
  bobKey   = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  addModP.checkDiscriminant(curve, prime); 
   
  System.out.println("Eve Sees:"); 
  System.out.println("E: y^2 = x^3 + " + inputCurve[0] + "x^2 + "  
   + inputCurve[1] + "x + " + inputCurve[2]); 
  System.out.print("P = (" + p1[0] + "," + p1[1] + ")     ");  
   
  BigInteger[] aP  = multiply(curve, p1, aliceKey, prime); 
  System.out.print("aP = (" + aP[0] + "," + aP[1] + "),     "); 
   
  BigInteger[] bP  = multiply(curve, p1, bobKey, prime); 
  System.out.println("bP = (" + bP[0] + "," + bP[1] + ")"); 
  System.out.println(); 
   
   
  System.out.println("Private:"); 
  System.out.println("a = " + aliceKey + ",     b = " + bobKey  
    + "."); 
   
  BigInteger[] abP = multiply(curve, multiply(curve, p1,  
   aliceKey, prime), bobKey,prime); 
  System.out.println("abP = (" + abP[0] + "," + abP[1] + ")."); 
  System.out.println(); 
  System.exit(0); 
   
 } 
 public static void main(String[] args)  
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 { 
  Main main = new Main(); 
  main.go(); 
 } 
} 
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XI. Massey-Omura Encryption 
 
 
 Massey-Omura encryption can be used to send either a private key or an 
encrypted message. The idea behind Massey-Omura encryption is as follows: Alice puts 
her message in a box and locks it using a key only she possesses, then sends the box to 
Bob. Bob then places his lock on the box and locks it with his unique key and returns the 
box to Alice. Then Alice removes her lock and sends the box back to Bob. Bob can then 
remove his lock and retrieve the message. This procedure can be implemented using 
elliptic curves as follows: 
Massey-Omura Encryption45: 
1. Alice and Bob agree on an elliptic curve E over a finite field 
! 
Fp  such that the discrete 
logarithm problem is difficult in 
! 
E(Fp ). Let 
! 
N =# E(Fp ) . 
2. Alice represents her message as a point 
! 
M " E(Fp ). 
3. Alice chooses a secret integer 
! 
m
A
 with gcd
! 
(m
A
,N) =1, computes 
! 
M
1
= m
A
M , and 
sends 
! 
M
1
 to Bob. 
4. Bob chooses a secret integer 
! 
m
B
 with gcd
! 
(m
B
,N) =1, computes 
! 
M
2
= m
B
M
1
, and 
sends 
! 
M
2
 to Alice. 
5. Alice computes 
! 
m
A
"1
# Z
N
, then computes 
! 
M
3
= m
A
"1
M
2
 and sends 
! 
M
3
 to Bob. 
6. Bob computes 
! 
m
B
"1
# Z
N
, then computes 
! 
M
4
= m
B
"1
M
3
. Then 
! 
M
4
= M . 
 Note that since Alice’s and Bob’s private keys are unrelated, this is an asymmetric 
encryption system. Now we need to prove that it works: 
                                                
45 Washington, 163 
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  To confirm that 
! 
M
4
= M , consider that 
! 
M
4
= m
B
"1
m
A
"1
m
B
m
A
M = M . We need to 
justify that 
! 
m
A
 and 
! 
m
A
"1 cancel each other. We know that 
! 
m
A
"1
m
A
#1(modN), so 
! 
m
A
"1
m
A
= kN +1 for some k. Since 
! 
N =# E(Fp ) , we know that 
! 
NP =O for any point P. If 
we multiply both sides of the equality 
! 
m
A
"1
m
A
= kN +1 by a point 
! 
P , we see that: 
! 
m
A
m
A
"1
P = kNP + P =O+ P = P , 
so 
! 
m
A
 and 
! 
m
A
"1 cancel each other. Since 
! 
m
A
 is arbitrary, we can assume that 
! 
m
B
 and 
! 
m
B
"1 also cancel each other, confirming that 
! 
M
4
= m
B
"1
m
A
"1
m
B
m
A
M = M . 
 In Massey-Omura encryption, Eve knows 
! 
m
A
M , 
! 
m
B
M , and 
! 
m
A
m
B
M . If we let 
! 
a = m
A
"1, 
! 
b = m
B
"1, and 
! 
P = m
A
m
B
M , then Eve knows P, aP, and bP, and is trying to 
compute abP46. This is the Diffie-Hellman problem. Again, the security of our encryption 
scheme depends on Eve’s inability to solve this problem. 
                                                
46 Washington, 164 
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Massey-Omura Encryption 
Main Class 
 
 The main class in our Massey-Omura encryption system starts by declaring the 
global variables. The array curve is inputCurve reduced mod p, and will contain the 
coefficients of the curve over which Alice and Bob work, the array p will store the point 
representing Alice’s message. The multiply() method is taken from the Diffie-Hellman 
Main class, so again the array p3 will hold the multiples of point within the method. The 
other global variables mirror their names in the above description of our encryption 
algorithm. Lastly, we need instances of the class Scanner in order to input data via the 
keyboard, and of the class AddModP in order to call methods from that class. 
 The encrypt1() method represents the first step of encryption, mirroring step 3 
in our algorithm. The variable mA represents Alice’s secret integer, which must be 
relatively prime to 
! 
# E(Fp ), held by the variable sizeOfTorsion. First, the program has 
to check that mA and sizeOfTorsion are relatively prime: 
 if((mA.gcd(sizeOfTorsion)).equals(ONE) == false) 
  { 
   System.out.println("mA not coprime to N."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
 
If the two BigIntegers do not have a greatest common divisor of 1, this method informs 
the user and terminates the program. Once the method has checked that mA and 
sizeOfTorsion are relatively prime, it computes 
! 
M
1
= m
A
M : 
 M1 = multiply(curve,p,mA, prime); 
 
 The encrypt2() method completes step 4 of the encryption algorithm with the 
same code, the only difference being that it checks to be sure that mB and sizeOfTorsion 
are relatively prime and calculates 
! 
M
2
= m
B
M
1
:  
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 public void encrypt2() 
 { 
  if((mB.gcd(sizeOfTorsion)).equals(ONE) == false) 
  { 
   System.out.println("mB not coprime to N."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  M2 = multiply(curve, M1, mB, prime); 
 } 
 
 The purpose of the decrypt1() method is to complete step 5 of the encryption 
algorithm. This is equivalent to Alice removing her lock from the box. An integral part of 
this step is finding the multiplicative inverse of 
! 
m
A
 modulo 
! 
N =# E(Fp ) . This is held in 
the variable mAInverse: 
 mAInverse = mA.modInverse(sizeOfTorsion); 
 
Once the method has calculated 
! 
m
A
"1, it calculates 
! 
M
3
= m
A
"1
M
2
: 
 
 M3 = multiply(curve, M2, mAInverse, prime); 
 
 Lastly, the decrypt2() method completes the decryption of Alice’s message M 
by computing 
! 
M
4
= m
B
"1
M
3
. Again, the code is virtually the same as the decrypt1() 
method: 
 public void decrypt2() 
 { 
  mBInverse = mB.modInverse(sizeOfTorsion); 
   
  M4 = multiply(curve, M3, mBInverse, prime); 
 } 
 
 
At this point, we have computed 
! 
M
4
= M  through the prescribed steps of the Massey-
Omura encryption algorithm.  
 The go() method is the method called to actually run the Massey-Omura 
encryption program. It begins by explaining its ability to the user. It then prompts the 
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user for the necessary inputs, which are a curve E, a point representing the message M, a 
prime p to determine a finite field, and both Alice’s and Bob’s secret integers 
! 
m
A
and 
! 
m
B
. 
The command: 
  System.out.print("Enter an elliptic curve of the form"); 
  System.out.println(" y^2 = x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + C"); 
  System.out.println("A = ?"); 
  BigInteger[] inputCurve = new BigInteger[3]; 
  inputCurve[0] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
asks the user to input an elliptic curve and stores the value for the coefficient A in the 
array inputCurve in the first position, which is inputCurve[0]. 
 Once it has all of the necessary data, the go() method computes the size of the 
torsion subgroup by calling the method from the AddModP class: 
 sizeOfTorsion = addModP.computeTorsionSubgroup(curve, prime); 
 
The commands: 
 
 encrypt1();   
 encrypt2();   
 decrypt1();   
 decrypt2(); 
 
perform the encryption of the data input by the user. Finally, the program prints which 
information was public and which was private. It displays both M and 
! 
M
4
 to show that 
they are equal.  
 Just as in the Diffie-Hellman Main class, in order to run our program, we have to 
create an instance of type Main in the Main() method.  
 public static void main(String[] args)  
 { 
  Main main = new Main(); 
  main. go(); 
 } 
 
By calling: 
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 main.go(); 
 
we  enter the go() method, which initiates the program. The following is a sample output 
of the Massey-Omura encryption program over the curve 
! 
y
2
= x
3
+ 4x
2
+ 230x " 219 
over the field 
! 
F
223
: 
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Massey-Omura Encryption 
 
Program represents exchange between two users, Alice and Bob, to 
exchange a secret message. 
This program allows the user to input an elliptic curve E over a finite 
field Fp. A point 
M on E represents a message communicated from Alice to Bob is input by 
Alice.Let N represent  
the order of the torsion subgroup on E. Then Alice and Bob input secret 
integers mA and mB,  
such that (mA,N)=1 and (mB,N)=1. This program will allow the secret 
exchange of M by computing 
M1 = mA*M, M2 = mB*M1, M3 = mA^-1*M2, and M4 = mB^-1*M3 = mA*mA^-
1*mB*mB^-1*M = M, where 
mA^-1 and mB^-1 are the respective multiplicative inverses of mA and mB 
over Z/NZ. 
 
Enter an elliptic curve of the form y^2 = x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + C 
A = ? 
4 
B = ? 
230 
C = ? 
-219 
Over what field Fp? 
p = ? 
223 
Enter a point (x,y) 
x = ? 
200 
y = ? 
148 
Enter Alice's secret integer mA 
179 
Enter Bob's secret integer mB 
71 
Private 
M = (200,148)      
mA = 179,      mB = 71 
mA^-1 = 19,    mB^-1 = 31 
 
Public: 
E: y^2 = x^3 + 4x^2 + 230x + -219 
Fp = Z(mod 223),   N = 200 
M1 = (174,70)      M2 = (73,159) 
M3 =  (174,153)      M4 = M = (200,148)
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//Main method for Massey-Omura encryption 
import java.util.*; 
import java.math.BigInteger; 
 
public class Main 
{ 
 public BigInteger[] curve = new BigInteger[3]; 
 public BigInteger[] p     = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] p3    = new BigInteger[2]; 
  
 public BigInteger prime; 
 public BigInteger sizeOfTorsion; 
  
 public BigInteger mA; 
 public BigInteger mB; 
 public BigInteger mAInverse; 
 public BigInteger mBInverse; 
  
 public BigInteger[] M1 = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] M2 = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] M3 = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] M4 = new BigInteger[2]; 
  
 AddModP addModP = new AddModP(); 
 Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in); 
  
 public static final BigInteger ZERO = new BigInteger("0"); 
 public static final BigInteger ONE  = new BigInteger("1"); 
  
 public BigInteger[] multiply(BigInteger[] curve, BigInteger[]   
  point, BigInteger key, BigInteger prime) 
 { 
  p3[0] = point[0]; 
  p3[1] = point[1]; 
   
  for(int i = 2; i <= key.intValue(); ++i) 
  { 
   p3 = addModP.add(curve, point,p3, prime); 
    
   if(p3[0].equals(point[0]) == true) 
                         
   {  
    int order = i + 1; 
     
    p3[0] = point[0]; 
    p3[1] = point[1]; 
    if(key.intValue()%order == 0) 
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    { 
     System.out.println(order + "(" + point[0] + "," 
       + point[1] + ") = [O]"); 
     System.out.println("Try a different integer" + 
       " that is not divisible by " + order); 
     System.exit(0); 
    } 
    for(i = 2; i <= key.intValue()%order; ++i) 
     p3 = addModP.add(curve, point, p3, prime); 
      
    break; 
   }  
  } 
  return p3; 
 } 
 public void encrypt1() 
 { 
  if((mA.gcd(sizeOfTorsion)).equals(ONE) == false) 
  { 
   System.out.println("mA not coprime to N."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  M1 = multiply(curve,p,mA, prime); 
 } 
 public void encrypt2() 
 { 
  if((mB.gcd(sizeOfTorsion)).equals(ONE) == false) 
  { 
   System.out.println("mB not coprime to N."); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  M2 = multiply(curve, M1, mB, prime); 
 } 
 public void decrypt1() 
 { 
  mAInverse = mA.modInverse(sizeOfTorsion); 
   
  M3 = multiply(curve, M2, mAInverse, prime); 
 } 
 public void decrypt2() 
 { 
  mBInverse = mB.modInverse(sizeOfTorsion); 
   
  M4 = multiply(curve, M3, mBInverse, prime); 
 } 
 public void go() 
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 { 
  System.out.println("Massey-Omura Encryption"); 
  System.out.println(); 
  System.out.print("Program represents exchange between two users,"); 
  System.out.println(" Alice and Bob, to exchange a secret message."); 
  System.out.print("This program allows the user to input an "); 
  System.out.println("elliptic curve E over a finite field Fp. A  
   point"); 
  System.out.print("M on E represents a message communicated from ");  
  System.out.println("Alice to Bob is input by Alice.Let N represent"); 
  System.out.print("the order of the torsion subgroup on E. Then ");  
  System.out.println("Alice and Bob input secret integers mA and mB,"); 
  System.out.print("such that (mA,N)=1 and (mB,N)=1. This program "); 
  System.out.println("will allow the secret exchange of M by  
   computing"); 
  System.out.print("M1 = mA*M, M2 = mB*M1, M3 = mA^-1*M2, and "); 
  System.out.println("M4 = mB^-1*M3 = mA*mA^-1*mB*mB^-1*M = M, where"); 
  System.out.print("mA^-1 and mB^-1 are the respective "); 
  System.out.println("multiplicative inverses of mA and mB over  
   Z/NZ."); 
  System.out.println(); 
   
  System.out.print("Enter an elliptic curve of the form"); 
  System.out.println(" y^2 = x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + C"); 
  System.out.println("A = ?"); 
  BigInteger[] inputCurve = new BigInteger[3]; 
  inputCurve[0] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("B = ?"); 
  inputCurve[1] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("C = ?"); 
  inputCurve[2] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("Over what field Fp?"); 
  System.out.println("p = ?"); 
  prime    = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("Enter a point (x,y)"); 
  System.out.println("x = ?"); 
  p[0] = keyboard.nextBigInteger().mod(prime); 
   
  System.out.println("y = ?"); 
  p[1] = keyboard.nextBigInteger().mod(prime); 
   
  if(p[0].equals(ZERO) == true && p[1].equals(ZERO) == true) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Try a point P ≠ (0,0)"); 
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   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  curve[0] = inputCurve[0].mod(prime); 
  curve[1] = inputCurve[1].mod(prime); 
  curve[2] = inputCurve[2].mod(prime); 
   
  System.out.println("Enter Alice's secret integer mA"); 
  mA = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("Enter Bob's secret integer mB"); 
  mB = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
    
  sizeOfTorsion = addModP.computeTorsionSubgroup(curve, prime); 
   
  encrypt1(); 
  encrypt2(); 
  decrypt1(); 
  decrypt2(); 
   
  System.out.println("Private"); 
  System.out.println("M = (" + p[0] + "," + p[1] + ")     "); 
  System.out.println("mA = " + mA + ",      mB = " + mB); 
  System.out.print("mA^-1 = " + mAInverse + ",    mB^-1 = "); 
  System.out.println(mBInverse); 
  System.out.println(); 
   
  System.out.println("Public:"); 
  System.out.print("E: y^2 = x^3 + " + inputCurve[0]); 
  System.out.println("x^2 + " + inputCurve[1] + "x + " +     
   inputCurve[2]); 
  System.out.print("Fp = Z(mod " + prime + "),"); 
  System.out.println("   N = " + sizeOfTorsion); 
    
  System.out.print("M1 = (" + M1[0] + "," + M1[1] + ")      "); 
  System.out.println("M2 = (" + M2[0] + "," +     M2[1] + ")"); 
  System.out.print("M3 =  (" + M3[0] + "," + M3[1] + ")   "); 
  System.out.println("   M4 = M = (" + M4[0] + "," + M4[1] + ")"); 
 } 
 public static void main(String[] args)  
 { 
  Main main = new Main(); 
  main. go(); 
 } 
} 
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XII.  ElGamal Public Key Encryption 
 
 
 Just as in our other encryption schemes, in ElGamal public key encryption, Alice 
needs to send a message to Bob so that Eve cannot intercept it. To do so, the two use the 
following alogorithm: 
ElGamal Public Key Encryption47: 
1. Bob establishes his public key by choosing an elliptic curve E over a finite field 
! 
Fp  
such that the discrete logarithm problem is difficult in 
! 
E(Fp ). Bob also chooses a point P 
on E and a secret integer s, which is Bob’s private key. Bob then computes 
! 
B = sP  and 
makes E, 
! 
Fp , P and B public. Then Alice does the following: 
2. Downloads Bob’s public key E, 
! 
Fp , P and B. 
3. Expresses her message as a point 
! 
M " E(Fp ). 
4. Chooses a secret random integer k and computes 
! 
M
1
= kP . 
5. Computes 
! 
M
2
= M + kB . 
6. Sends 
! 
M
1
, 
! 
M
2
 to Bob.  
7. Bob decrypts the message M by calculating 
! 
M = M
2
" sM
1
. 
 Bob can retrieve M because 
! 
M
2
" sM
1
= (M + kB) " s(kP) = M + k(sP) " skP = M . 
 Since Eve does not possess Bob’s private key s, she cannot calculate M. The only 
way for Eve to find s is to solve the discrete logarithm problem, given B and P and 
knowing that 
! 
B = sP , find s. 
                                                
47 Washington, 164-165 
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ElGamal Public Key Encryption 
Main Class 
 
 The Main class of our ElGamal public key encryption system, as have our other 
Main classes, requires an instance of the classes Scanner and AddModP. The other global 
variables correspond to either data that will be input by the user or points that will be 
calculated during the encryption algorithm. Each variable’s name matches its 
representation in our description of the algorithm, the only exceptions being minussM1, 
which will represent 
! 
"sM
1
, and decryptedM, which will contain that final decrypted 
message M. 
 The multiply() method is the same as the one in the Diffie-Hellman and 
Massey-Omura Main classes with the exception that the variable p3 is declared locally 
instead of globally. This method can be inserted into both of the other Main classes and 
still run smoothly. However, for ElGamal public key encryption, the variable p3 must be 
declared locally. 
 The encrypt() method first calculates 
! 
B = sP , which is one of Bob’s public 
keys. 
 
 public void encrypt() 
 { 
  B  = multiply(curve, P, s, prime); 
 
It then completes Alice’s tasks of computing 
! 
M
1
= kP  and 
! 
M
2
= M + kB . Calculating 
! 
M
1
 
only requires calling the multiply() method: 
     M1 = multiply(curve, P, k, prime); 
Computing 
! 
M
2
 first requires the method to find kB, then add it to M: 
  kB = multiply(curve, B, k, prime); 
  M2 = addModP.add(curve, kB, M, prime); 
 } 
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 The decrypt() method takes M1 and M2 and uses Bob’s private key s to find 
! 
M = M
2
" sM
1
. First it has to calculate 
! 
sM
1
, then find 
! 
"sM
1
 in order to subract 
! 
sM
1
 from 
! 
M
2
. Recall that if 
! 
P = (x,y), then 
! 
"P = (x,"y). So we have to set the x-coordinates of 
sM1 and minusSM1 to one another, then subract the y-coordinate of from ZERO 
! 
sM
1
 in 
order to get 
! 
"sM
1
: 
 public void decrypt() 
 { 
  sM1 = multiply(curve, M1, s, prime); 
   
  minussM1[0] = sM1[0]; 
  minussM1[1] = ZERO.subtract(sM1[1]).mod(prime); 
   
Now that we have 
! 
M
2
 and 
! 
"sM
1
, we can retrieve M, represented by the variable 
decryptedM: 
   decryptedM = addModP.add(curve,M2, minussM1, prime); 
 
 Just as in our other encryption programs, the go() method runs the program. It 
begins by introducing the program and then prompts the user for the data required to 
establish our encryption scheme, which is input via keyboard. Once all of the necessary 
data has been input, go() calls encrypt() and decrypt(), and outputs the information 
based on what is available to Eve and what is known only by Bob and Alice. The method 
displays both the original message M and the decrypted message decryptedM so that the 
user can be sure the transmission was successful. The purpose of the Main() method is 
only to create a variable of type Main so that is can run go().The following is an 
example of the output of our ElGamal public key encryption system over the curve 
! 
E : y
2
= x
3
+ x +1, over the field 
! 
F
14734520141266665763
. 
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ElGamal Public Key Encryption 
 
Program represents exchange between two users, Alice and Bob, to 
exchange a  
secret message represented by a point M on E. First Bob publishes the 
public 
keys E, a finite field Fp, and two points P and B. B = sP, where s is 
Bob's private 
key. Alice then inputs her message M, and her secret integer k. This 
program will 
compute M1 = kP and M2 = M + kB. It will then find the original message  
M = M2 - sM1 
 
Bob, enter an elliptic curve E of the form y^2 = x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + c 
A = ? 
0 
B = ? 
1 
C = ? 
1 
Over what field Fp? 
p = ? 
14734520141266665763 
Bob, enter your point P = (x,y) 
x = ? 
72 
y = ? 
611 
Bob, enter your integer s 
947 
Alice, enter the message you would like to send in the form of point M 
= (x,y) 
x = ? 
3683630035316666441 
y = ? 
5525445052974999660 
Alice enter your secret integer k 
97742 
Public: 
E: y^2 = x^3 + 0x^2 + 1x + 1 
P  = (72,611),      B = (10787375521999759655,1301544751114099523), 
M1 = (13249202174427430458,28491433881143440817),     M2 = 
(21917666983516846582,2267771891450618491) 
 
Alice Knows: 
M = (3683630035316666441,5525445052974999660),     k = 97742 
Bob Knows: 
s = 947,      M = M2 - sM1 = (3683630035316666441,5525445052974999660)
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//Main method for ElGamal Public Key Encryption 
 
import java.util.*; 
import java.math.BigInteger; 
public class Main 
{ 
 AddModP addModP = new AddModP(); 
 Scanner keyboard = new Scanner(System.in); 
  
 public BigInteger[] P     = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] M     = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] curve = new BigInteger[3]; 
 public BigInteger[] B     = new BigInteger[2]; 
  
 public BigInteger k; 
 public BigInteger s; 
 public BigInteger prime; 
  
 public static final BigInteger ZERO = new BigInteger("0"); 
  
 public BigInteger[] kB  = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] M1  = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] M2  = new BigInteger[2]; 
  
 public BigInteger[] sM1        = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] minussM1   = new BigInteger[2]; 
 public BigInteger[] decryptedM = new BigInteger[2]; 
  
  
 public BigInteger[] multiply(BigInteger[] curve, BigInteger[] point,  
   BigInteger key, BigInteger prime) 
 { 
  BigInteger[] p3 = new BigInteger[2]; 
  p3[0] = point[0]; 
  p3[1] = point[1] 
  for(int i = 2; i <= key.intValue(); ++i) 
  { 
    
   p3 = addModP.add(curve, point,p3, prime); 
    
   if(p3[0].equals(point[0]) == true)                      
   {  
     
    int order = i + 1; 
    p3[0] = point[0]; 
    p3[1] = point[1]; 
    if(key.intValue()%order == 0) 
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    { 
     System.out.println(order + "(" + point[0] + "," + 
       point[1] + ") = [O]"); 
     System.out.println("Try a different integer that is not " 
+ 
       "divisible by " + order); 
     System.exit(0); 
    } 
    for(i = 2; i <= key.intValue()%order; ++i) 
     p3 = addModP.add(curve, point, p3, prime); 
      
    break; 
   }  
  } 
  return p3; 
 } 
 public void encrypt() 
 { 
  B  = multiply(curve, P, s, prime); 
  M1 = multiply(curve, P, k, prime); 
   
  kB = multiply(curve, B, k, prime); 
  M2 = addModP.add(curve, kB, M, prime); 
   
 } 
 public void decrypt() 
 { 
  sM1 = multiply(curve, M1, s, prime); 
   
  minussM1[0] = sM1[0]; 
  minussM1[1] = ZERO.subtract(sM1[1]).mod(prime); 
   
  decryptedM = addModP.add(curve,M2, minussM1, prime); 
  if(decryptedM[0].equals(prime) == true) 
   decryptedM[0] = ZERO; 
  if(decryptedM[1].equals(prime) == true) 
   decryptedM[1] = ZERO; 
  if(M[0].equals(prime) == true) 
   M[0] = ZERO; 
  if(M[1].equals(prime) == true) 
   M[1] = ZERO; 
 } 
 public void go() 
 { 
  System.out.println("ElGamal Public Key Encryption"); 
  System.out.println(); 
  System.out.print("Program represents exchange between two"); 
  System.out.println(" users, Alice and Bob, to exchange a "); 
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  System.out.print("secret message represented by a point M"); 
  System.out.println(" on E. First Bob publishes the public"); 
  System.out.print("keys E, a finite field Fp, and two points "); 
  System.out.println("P and B. B = sP, where s is Bob's private"); 
  System.out.print("key. Alice then inputs her message M, and "); 
  System.out.println("her secret integer k. This program will"); 
  System.out.print("compute M1 = kP and M2 = M + kB. It will"); 
  System.out.println(" then find the original message "); 
  System.out.println("M = M2 - sM1"); 
  System.out.println(); 
   
  System.out.print("Bob, enter an elliptic curve E of the form "); 
  System.out.println("y^2 = x^3 + Ax^2 + Bx + c"); 
  System.out.println("A = ?"); 
   
  BigInteger[] inputCurve = new BigInteger[3]; 
   
  inputCurve[0] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("B = ?"); 
  inputCurve[1] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("C = ?"); 
  inputCurve[2] = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.println("Over what field Fp?"); 
  System.out.println("p = ?"); 
  prime    = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  curve[0] = inputCurve[0].mod(prime); 
  curve[1] = inputCurve[1].mod(prime); 
  curve[2] = inputCurve[2].mod(prime); 
   
   
  System.out.println("Bob, enter your point P = (x,y)"); 
  System.out.println("x = ?"); 
  P[0] = keyboard.nextBigInteger().mod(prime); 
   
  System.out.println("y = ?"); 
  P[1] = keyboard.nextBigInteger().mod(prime); 
   
  if(P[0].equals(ZERO) == true && P[1].equals(ZERO) == true) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Try a point P ≠ (0,0)"); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  System.out.println("Bob, enter your integer s"); 
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  s = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  System.out.print("Alice, enter the message you would"); 
  System.out.println(" like to send in the form of point M = (x,y)"); 
  System.out.println("x = ?"); 
  M[0] = (keyboard.nextBigInteger()).mod(prime); 
 
  System.out.println("y = ?"); 
  M[1] = (keyboard.nextBigInteger()).mod(prime); 
  if(M[0].equals(ZERO) == true && M[1].equals(ZERO)== true) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Try a point M ≠ (0,0)"); 
   System.exit(0); 
  } 
   
  System.out.println("Alice enter your secret integer k"); 
  k = keyboard.nextBigInteger(); 
   
  encrypt(); 
  decrypt(); 
   
  System.out.println("Public:"); 
  System.out.println("E: y^2 = x^3 + " + inputCurve[0] +  
    "x^2 + " + inputCurve[1] + "x + " + inputCurve[2]); 
   
  System.out.print("P  = (" + P[0] + "," + P[1] + "),"); 
  System.out.println("      B = (" + B[0] + "," + B[1] + "),"); 
  System.out.print("M1 = (" + M1[0] + "," + M1[1] + "),"); 
  System.out.println("     M2 = (" + M2[0] + "," + M2[1] + ")"); 
  System.out.println(); 
   
  System.out.println("Alice Knows:"); 
  System.out.print("M = (" + M[0] + "," + M[1] + "),"); 
  System.out.println("     k = " + k); 
  System.out.println(); 
   
  System.out.println("Bob Knows:"); 
  System.out.print("s = " + s); 
  System.out.print(",      M = M2 - sM1 = (" +  
    decryptedM[0] +"," + decryptedM[1] + ")"); 
   
 } 
 public static void main(String[] args)  
 { 
  Main main = new Main(); 
  main.go(); 
 } 
} 
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